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' ,& REEXAMIEATI01 OF BEH1DICT»S HYPOTHESIS .
01 THE EFFECTS OP DTSCOHTiHIJOUS CULTURAL COHDITIOHING

I IntyoduotIon, ,, - ' .V; . ,, . ' . ■.■ ;

RutH Benedict (1938) in an article published in 
Facial a try drew attention to the di s cont inult ies inher ent 
la the. life cycle of every human beingo The human infant 
is born completely helpless 0 His culture must, somehow' 
lead this helpless child into the role of a responsible 
adulto .Every culture must deal with the differences in 
"behavior Which each person experiences as he grows from a 
child to an adulto Some cultures seem to emphasize the 
: differences^' to exaggeraite the dlsGontlnuityg while other 
cultures take pains to minimize the differences5, to induct 
the child gradually into an ever widening, circle of respon
sibilities and duties 0 Benedict pointed out that our own 
culture is .one in which great discontinuities In the tran
sition from child to adult exist & In many important areas 
the behavior expected of an American adult is completely 
different from that he learned hs a child® : Adolescencê , as . 
a time of uneasy transition from accustomed patterns of be
havior to new and unfamiliar, roles a is an awkward and dif
ficult period in the life of an American® In Other cultures



this time of transition does not existo The childp instead 
of. :st©|>pihg in a feiir short years from one pattern of behav-. 
ior to anotherp learnss little by little^ the behavior ex
pected of an adulto lis whole childhood is ' a period when 
he slowly assumes9 bit by bit9 his adult roleso Benedict 
felt that the discontimities in cultnral conditioning cause 
maladjustments in' the adult» Because the individual is a- 
fraid to manifest previously forbidden behavior he becomes 
unsure and refuses to assume adult behaviors becomes fixated 
at a pre-adult levels or overdoes the .expression of the new 
attitudess or otherwise performs ineptly or unhappily his a- 
dult roleo The implication for social planners in this 
statement is that somehow we must rearrange our social in=
'Stitutions to induct our children more,surely into, adult
.lifeo V: v  :  ̂ " . ' • ; ■ ■

In, shorto Benedict considered that a child who must 
.suddenly assume • unfamiliar ■behavioral patterns s for which he. 
has not been prep are dp experiences a discontinuity in cultur
al conditionings and Is likely to haVe difficulty in adjust-. 
ing to the new expected behavioral patterns0 There existsa 
thereforea a relationship between discontinuous cultural 
conditioning and maladjustment In adult lifeo 

2o Background of the Hypothesis ■ :
■; ; Margaret Mead (1945 = 21) has stated that after exam- .
ining the results of her own (Mead's) ■ and Fortune's field .



• work in the Admiralty Islands 9 Benedict formulated her hy
pothesis as to the effects of discontinuity in cultural con
ditioning upon personalityo During her work among the Manus 
of the Admiralty Islandsa Mead (1930) found that the chil
dren of these people live in a world apart from their elders„ 
They live for pleasureg pampered by adults $, uninterested in 
and untouched by the complexities of Manus social organ!za- . 
tion9 the pressing spirit world9 and the fascinating network 
of trade obligations'iwhich so engross adult Manus <, Children 
receive no training in these important areas of behavior0 
In his young adult years the young Manus must be turned ab
ruptly from his • childhood pursuits and forced^ through adult 

v;/.’manipulation of his strong sense of shame, to devote himself 
to his own cultureo Mead drew comparisons between the Manus 
and twentieth century Americans 0 Our undisciplined children 
live in a world of their-own, ignorant of adult conventions, 
without respect for their elders, with respect only for 

:• weal the They remind Mead,' unhappily,;; of Manus children 0 
■Mead’s work̂  forming as it does, the basis of Benedict’s hy
pothesis, must be carefully scrutinizedo

3° Considerations of Theory and Method ' ' . . ■ ■
Benedict’s hypothesis ought to be regarded also in 

. the light of her theoretical backgrounds Benedict came into 
anthropology from the humanities» Humanists in anthropology, 
in their effort to bring an appreciation of the way of life



of .each Siiman groups have concerned, themselves with parti- 
cularss with the unique contribution of a particular peoples 
with their distinctive cultureo The emphasis of the human
ists upon particulars and upon cultural relativism^ their 
belief that each culture must be viewed as an integrated 
whole 9 has led..' them to forswear the use of the comparative 
method* The comparative method lss howeverj, essential to ■ 
scientific studiesp as David Bidnej has saids •

I maintain that comparative studies of cultures and 
their values are indispensable if anthropology is to 
approximate Its1 objectives as a science of man* 80 
long as anthropology remains at the descriptive.stage 5 
which is the.first stage of empirical science^ anthro- 

■. pologists may rest content with cultural, pluralism^ on 
the ground that, they do not wish to overstep the bounds 
of'scientific facto But if anthropology is to attain ' 
the stage of mating significant generalizations con
cerning the conditions of the cultural process and; the 
values of civilizations, then comparative studies of 
cultures and their values must be made with a view to 
demonstrating universal principles of cultural dynamics 

V" and concrete rational norms capable of. universal real- 
ization* (Sidney^ 19530698) : 1

The. approach of the humanists has been one of empa
thy rather than one of science> Prom this approach have, 
come interpretations and attitudes rather than scientifi
cally formulated concepts * If these interpretations and 
attitudes: are to be useful to anthropologists attempting to 
build a science of man they must be reviewed in the light 
of; the needs and aims of . that selehceo ' -
■ Benedict brought to anthropologys from the humani
ties s her conviction that man must be: regarded subjectively



according to the methods, of the humanities as well as oh" 
jectively according to the scientific methodo "The methods 
of science and the methods of the humanities complement 
each other" (Bene diet» ! s £>0) ? Bene dl e t was interested 
in the quality of the cultures she studied0 Influenced by 
the Gestalt school of phychology she saw cultures as- wholes 
(Benedicts She; S.aw: each euiture as having a unique.
flavor of its own0 Since she saw each human culture as 
unique she advanced her,belief in cultural relativityo 
Culturesj, because they are wholess Cannot be judged against 
one anothero We can and musts howevers judge our own cul
ture 9 since as intelligent beings we can/ in some measures 
alter its f0rmo It is the dominant drive of each culture 
which makes it Unique5 which fits all its elements to a 
pattern peculiarly its own0 The culture is integrated in 
the same manner as is the personality of the indiwidualc 
The Orientation of the culture influences the personalities 
of the individuals who are its bearers^ The behavioristic, , 
theories of learning current in her. time must .have; con
vinced her that each society conditions its young members 
to practice certain kinds of behavior and to avoid other 
Sorts of behavior^ to accept as their own certain attitudes; 
and to re ject others s Thus s, day by days in hundreds of 
little ways p throughout childhood^ the individuals are 
molded to conform to the basic personality type# the domi=



nant drives tib.e orientation^ ' the ettios: of their cultureo 
Those individuals who are. unable to oonform to the pattern 
or who conform inadequately become the deviantsa abnormal in 
the eyes of the society* - '■ . \
'iv ’ Benedict9s hypothesis about continuity and discon
tinuity in cultural conditioning fits into place with her 
whole approach to anthropologyo Because cultures are u- 
nique wholes each pattern of child rearing is "also unique o - 
The growth of a helpless child to a responsible, adult is a. 
universal phenomenons but each culture chooses its own way 
to. effect this transitiono . The behaviorists$ attitude to- ' 
Wards learning would hare suggested t. that for train- 
ings conditionings to be, thorough and effective it must be, 
smooths continuouss uninterrupted0 The hatural biological 
dlseont inuity between child and adult . must be smoothly and 
economically bridged by the cultural cqnditioningo .- The so
cle ty with a discontinuous, systern ,df socialization, will have, 
more deviants than a society with a continuous system of " , 
socialization® Though patterns of socialization cannot be 
judged as good Or bad in terms of one anotherg- because they ; 
are integral parts of distinct wholes we can judge our own 
system of c onditioningo Seeing in our society many deviants 
and persons inadequately prepared to participate in our 
civilization, and realizing the tragic waste and its conse
quences for our society s' Benedict wonders if we cannot re- .



. mold our educational Institutions to better prepare bur 
children for adult life»

Benedict's hypothesis on discontinuous cultural 
conditioning has been widely quoted by both anthropologists 
and phychologistso Many field workers have used Benedict's 
terms to describe the child rearing practices of the people 
they have studied (for examples Barnouwy 1956)° Thus chil
dren may be said to haveg _ in a certain cultures continuous. 
conditioning'in subsistence activitiess meaning that from'• 
an early age children engage in tasks«, suited to their 
strength and ability^ which aid their elders in their eeo-; 
nomie pursuit So Dthers (for examp 1 es Honig mann s 195i|-b) 
have carried their use-of Benedict's hypothesis further and 
have attempted to relate•discontinuities in the conditioning 
proeess to personality traits characteristic of the people 

, under consider at ion0 Ho one has attempted to examine Bene
dict's hypothesis fully to assess its validity and value in 
the study of child rearing practices» This we intend to 
do. \

4.0 Outline of Brocedure . ■ '
Our first section will be concerned with a logical 

analysis of Benedict's concept of discontinuous cultural 
conditioning and of the total hypothesis to see if they 
bqnform to those standards ordinarily expected in the fori 
mulation of scientific.concepts .and hypotheses 0 It may be



^ / ; ^ ''; :: ' : :  \,; - ':'- :- ■.' -, 8 
. objected that'Benedict was more of a humanist than a scien
tists and .that she was not interested in drawing up a sci~ 
entific hypothesis 9 but was merely .pointing to a relation- . 
ship of which she was sub jectively aware = . Neverthelesss' if 
Benedict's hypothesis is to be useful in a science of human 
behavior it must conform to those criteria expected of all 
^scientific hypotheses^ • .
; ; We shall then turn to the empirical data to test
Benedict!s hypothesis against the information gathered on 
the child rearing practices of a variety of different soci
eties o As LintOn has pointed out (Lintons 19̂4-5) there are 
three viewpoints from which human behavior can be observedo 
■Cultures the totality of the learned' behavior of a people s 
can be studledp Societys the structures of the groups into 
which all humans organise themselvesj, is also susceptible 
Of analysis o The Individual himself & how and why he behaves 
uniquely within the area designated by his culture and in 
the structured relationships of his society 5, can be under- 
stood» ." . . .■ ■ '.

Starting with the culture as Our unit of ahalys is 
we shall examine several cultures .eomparafively to discover 
if discontinuous cultural conditioning is typical Of any 
particular sort of culture0 Then societies in which, dis
continuities are found will be studied to see if there ex
ists a relationship between the; sfrticturing of statuses and



roles within the society and the discontinuity of the con
ditioning patterns,, Finally the individual members of such 
a society must be pbseryed to see if the discontinuity in 
their conditioning manifests itself in maladjustment<>
. . ,Puf approach is interdisciplinary because our pro
blems, concerning as it does the training of the immature 
individual to know his Culture so that he can take his place 
as a functioning member of his society^ requires the inter- :■ 
action of the three great disciplines of the science of hu
man behaviorg anthropology., sociology^ and psychology©



IX Examination of the ■Hypothesis
. , Uzifortxmatelys nowhere in her article does Benedict 

give a clear'statement ofher hypothesis regarding the re
lationship between discontinuous cultural conditioning and - 
maladjustment o Eather by illustration -and inference she 
indicates her beliei'that thb conditioning patterns of some 
societies are discontinuousj that is9 that the behavioral 
patterns expected of an individual at one period of his life 
are not those expected of him at. a later periods = 0 there 
is a need for an Individual in our culture to embark before 
puberty? at puberty9 or at some later date upon a course of 
action which.all his previous training has tabooedoM (Bene" 
diety 1955»'22) ê . She goes on to envision a. relationship be
tween this discontinuous conditionings and difficulty:in ad
justing to adult behavioral patterns o Qand such discon
tinuity involves a presumption of straine-1- (ibldo i 28) 0

lhat Benedict is doing here is presenting to us a 
new concepts t&at iSs the view, that cultural conditioning 
may be either eonbiriuous or discontinuous9 and relating one 
aspect, of this new concept9 discontinuous conditionings to 
a concept Which she posed earliers that is> abnormality or

at ions fr om  ̂Gont inui tie s and Discontinui
ties in Cultural Conditioning!! are taken from the edition of 
the art icle published in Mead - and Wolf ensteih9' 1955 = ■



maladjugtmedt (Benedict,, I93ka)o It is our contention that 
neither of these two . concepts $' discontinuous cultural condi
tioning nor culturally determined abnormalitys is clearly 
defined^ and that the postulated relatiohship between them 
: is equally hasy . , - t \

Levy (19525 227-228) has defined a. concept n go oas a 
means of inter sub lective communication” or- 110»= as simply a 
• name for the members of a given class 0!1 He goes on to say , 
that a scientific concept "must be clearly and precisely de-*. 
fined" (ibido) and that in an. empirical science it "»..«.must 
have an empirical referent0" (ibido) = Finally he, says that 
concepts ”...are neither more nor.less valid.=»" but 
prove themselves more or less useful as tools for the deri
vation of knowledge o ". (ibido). •: ': g 'g; . '. g '

Let us first consider Benedict!s two faceted concept 
Of continuous and diseontinupus cultural cpnditioningo We 
must:first'ask'"IS.' the'honcbpt'Clearly:and precisely defin
ed?” Do we know just what Benedict,means when she refers to 
continuous or'discontinuous cultural conditioning? We must 
\eohfess. that we do 'hat« ' ' . g . ■ ■: \

There is some confusion as to whether Benedict re
garded the conditioning processes of a given society homo
geneous 'enough to be characterised hy a Single term* contin
uous or discontinuous 5 or whether she saw the cultural con
ditioning of any one group to be made up of a number of more



: :; : : - ' ■ ■ ̂ . : ; \ ■ i - • -. " :■ - ' ' 12
or less independent processes some of which may be continu
ous and others discontinuous P On the one hand - she seems to 
be regarding conditioning as a unit when she characterizes 
some societies as.having discontinuous cultural conditioning 
and others ,as having continuous cultural conditioningo 

' H 0,0 oour culture, goes to great extremes in emphasizing con
trasts between the child arid the adult” (Benedicty 1955?21 )e. 
“These are dogmas of our culture^ dogmas whichs iri spite of 

' the facts of nature5 other, cultures do not share18 (Benedicts 
1955.022)» “Many primitive societies expect as different be
havior from an individual as a child and as adult as we do,,
-o o o ” (ibido 5.27 ) o On the other hand Benedict herself indi
cates elsewhere that one and the same culture may have dis
continuous cultural conditioning in some areas of behavior 
arid continuous cultural conditioning in other areas of beha
vior „ She Illustrates for our own society three areas of 
behavior in which great contrasts between the roles of child 
and adult appears the re spons ible-nonresponsible status 
role^ dominance versus submission^ and the contrasted sexual 
role (ibido s23) While in another area of. behavior ,!»6 owith • 
the greatest clarity .of purpose arid ecoribmy of training we. 
achieve our goai of; conditionlng everyone to eat three meals 
a day" {(Ibid. :22). . And again "Modesty • is another sphere in 
which, oun child training.is consisterit and economicals we 
waste no. time in clothing the baby0 0 =the child8 s training



- . • ■ ' - ; ; . / 13 ,
fits it precisely for adult conventions11 ;(ibid**22)» . .

It is obvious here-that Benedict has not “clearly . 
and precisely defined” what shemeahs by continuous and 
discontinuoys cultural cdnditionlnge There is a contradic
tion between the view of the conditioning patterns operating - 
as a uniform, entity and the view of the conditioning patterns 
for each behavior segment acting independently and perhaps 
contradicting one ahothere-' Is there' actually sufficient '.. y % 
uniformity In the cultural conditioning processes Of any 
society to justify the use of a single term, continuous 
or discontinuouss to describe them? Benedict characterizes 
the cultural conditioning of our society as discontinuousg' 
yet she points out areas of behavior in which the condition
ing is continuouso She avoids the contradiction by saying 
,fbat -.the ̂ discontinuous':are-as' are majors o = the major dis-/ 
continuity in'the llfe-eycle is9 Of course^ that the child 
who Is at one point a Son must later be a fathero These \
roles in. our; sobiety are strongly differentiated, ® o ®11 •
(Behediet s 1 9 5 5 'She says that the areas in which 
continuous : condlti oning obtai ns are trivial ° 11 The illustra
tions I have chosen may appear trivial^ but in larger and 
more iinportahtvaspectslof: behaylor-'otir methods are obviously 
different'* (Ibldo) o ' The characterisation of certain areas ' 
of behavior.as "major” 'and others as "trivial" seems to be 
an impressionistic and subjective way; of dealing with the ,



p3?oT3lemo What- made Beiiedic'-b decide that feeding schedules 
and modesty are "trivial” matters? To some peoples at least $ 
the conditioning of Customary, feeding habits have enormous 
importance and are related, to the development of the child's 
total personality;, let alone his nutritional requirements>
: #ituess the volumes written ,upon the respective merits, of. 
^scheduled" and "permissive" feeding in our society*

Let us now'turn to Benedict's concept of abnormality 
to see if that is any more "clearly or precisely defined"*
In an article published in 193V (,!Anthropology and the Ab
normal") in the.Journal of general Psychology Benedict pre
sented her concept,, of- abnormality as being relative, to the 
particular culture in which it is found* She saw human-be- • 
havior as a Wide spectrum from which, each society chooses 
certain traits congenial to its own orientations and expects 
these traits to appear in its individual members,o Since the 
Vast majorIty of humans are malleable in regard to psycholo
gical orientation their, personalities are molded to conform 
to whatever personality types have been adopted by their 
.culture * Those who are not so molded are the abnormal in 
their particular. culture * Benedict!s usual disinclination 
to state her ideas concisely makes it necessary to include 
here some lengthy quotations from her article s . '

v. So one civilisation can possibly utilize in its 
mores the whole potential range of human behavior* 0 0

, - the possibility of organized behavior.of every sort
depends upcn a* :* * S'seLee.tion among the possible beha-

: ■ . vior traits** * * (Benedict, 1934°72) ° ' . ;
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Every society beginning with some slight inclination 

; in ohe.direction or another^ carries its reference far
ther and farther^ integrating itself more and more com
pletely np on its: chosen basis, and discarding those, 
types of behavior that are ancongenial»" (ibldo)®

, Prom all we know of contrasting cultures it seems
. clear that differences of tempefment occur in every so^ 

eietyoooit would appear that these temperaent types are 
; • very likely of universal recurrenceo That iss- there is 

an ascertainable range of human behavior that Is found 
'' wherever a sufficiently large series of individuals is 
observedo But the proportion in. which behavior types 
stand to one another in different societies is not uni
versal o The vast majority of individuals in any group \ 
are shaped to the fashion of that culture o In other 
wordsg most individuals are plastic to the molding 
force of the society into which they are born0H (ibidog

% :7k.)-:::: : : : : - V ■■'■v-' : ■
'*00 onormality is culturally definedo11 (i b i d o g?2) o
^hormalityo o o is, primarily a term for the socially 

elaborated, segment of human behavior in any culture and 
abnormalitys a term for the .Segment that that particu
lar civilization does not useo" (ibido?73)»

We. raust determine if-Behedict^ s; concept : of abnormal
ity as being culturally determined is "clearly and precise
ly definedo,r Seyeral authors have pointed out that, Benedict 
has jumbled together abnormality which stems from;cultural 
determinants j, and other sorts of personality disorder which 
do not find their cause in the culture 0, For example p Gill in 
(194-8) distinguishes between cultural abnormality@ in which.
.110 6 othe individual, happens, to be in the wrong cultureg but 
if placed in another situation is able to make a satisfac
tory ad jus tment 0" (Gill in s 194-8 s58 9) 9 and absolute abnormal
ity 1 "On the other hand there are undoubtedly certain types 
of individuals': incapable, of adjusting satisfactorily to any ,



type dulture or to any social situation,^ (ibido) o Hozilĝ ™ 
mann (1953) also Sought to distinguish between social abmr= 
mality dr deviance^ which is determined by the cultures and 
phyohiatrlc abnormal!ty3 whose causes are not culturally de- 
terminedo Searching for a universal culture free definition • 
of psychdpathology he regards these characteristics to be 
symptomatic of that states anxiety3 real!ty distortions r©^ _

/ gression, and acute dr chronic'inability to.perceive9 inter
prets. or manipulate realityc These traits he says indicate 

•psychiatric abnormality9 which is universally prevalent andp 
to some extents culture freeV On the Other hands devianed 
failure to live.up to the culturally established idea Of nor
mality 9 is characterized by the fact of under or over play
ing of standard behavior and the innovation of new behavior©

_ HonSgm-ann says.:thatt . v •
. o o odeviance by definitions ' is relative only to a '.

, particular communityo«oV&n individual may simultaneous
ly be both deviant and psyehopathologicalo 0 0deviance: 
may occur in.approved as well as disapproved directions 
0 0 othe behavior of the pys.ehiatrieally abnormal indivi
dual may be honored or rejected in his groupo” (ibido g 

. 276)0 . :. ; . ' ; — , .
It is clear then that Benedict}s concept of abnormal

ity does not adequately describe: the" phenomena it encompasses« 
She did not see abnormality as a term for different sorts of 
deviance and mental illness being, the result of many factorss. 
but as a homogeneous state produced by a single cause®. She
does not even "clearly and precisely", describe the vifay .In :•
which.the culture'determines normality and abnormality@. In



tier view ,$most individuals are plastic to the molding force 
©f the society into which they are born’1 (Benedicts 1934a'«
74) ° Those who are not .plastic. are not molded and hence are 
abnormal^: Are they not plastic, becan^ of personal incap a™ . 
billty or because they are not molded sufficientlyt Do the 
individual capabilities of the deviant^ or the social insti
tutions of his group prevent him from making the- usual ad- 
justmentst Or do both Of these faeto'rs operate? Benedict 
does not consider these pointsq Obviously Benedict has not 
"clearly and precisely-1 defined her concept of abnormalityo 

. / Bet us- now, examine the nature of the relationship / 
which Benediet postulates between these two conceptso If 
we regard^ as Benedict did at some points in her articleg 
the conditioning process of a society as an entity we should 
be forced to state the;relationship between discontinuity 
and maladjustment .(abnormality) as follows s Discontinuous 
cultural conditioning is associated with a maladjusted adult 
populatlono This is^;of course, absurdo If each child is 
conditioned in the same way9 then as adults they would be 
maladjusted in the same way9 hence3 .in terms of Benedict8s 
Own definition of normality3 that maladjustment would be the 
■■ usual and normal state of the population^ Per hap s we should 
state instead:: m  a society with discontinuous cultural con
ditioning we should expect to find;a higher proportion of 
maladjusted individuals than, in a society with continuous 
cultural conditionihgo But can we count and compare the in-



- Oidenee of maladjustment and abnormality in different 
groups? Benedict certainly did noto Honlngmann (1953) -; 
says ? . “Wjiether the total incidence of psychopathologyo o. 
varies between soeieties is something ahout which we are 
highly unoertaiho,r (Honingmanns 1953 = 277) = This statement 
also disregards the view that conditioning may be composed 
of a number of independent processes thus not having a sim
ple s single relationship to personality 'adjustments If$, how
ever, we regard the cultural cdnditioning of a society as a 
group of different training patterns which prepare the child 
for different categories of behavior such as subsistence ac
tivities, values and attitudess sexual behavior, and the 
like, as Benedict does at other points in her article, we 
shall have to state the relationship between discontinuous' 
conditioning and maladjustment differently again# We'should 
expect to find adult .maladjustment in those areas of behavior 
in which discontinuous cuitural eonditloning obtains o ■ In 
each ease the abnormality we refer to is cultural abnormality 
or devianceo Benedict'does not indicate which of these 
statements she would pfefero It Cannot be said that the : 
statement of her hypothesis is clearly presented^

knd-how is the association between discontinuous cul=>
■ tural •conditioning and maladjustment brought about? ’ hoes an 
individual play his adult role poorly because he hasn't had 
enough practice at it as a child? ' Does he fail to manifest 
the correct behavior becatise the society hasn't molded him



enough? Oh is he so seized with fear and anxiety at the 
prospect of assuming previously forbidden behavior that he 
is unable to function properly? Or are all these processes % 
and perhaps many: more wound together and combined to make 
the assumption of adult behavior difficult? Benedict does 
not venture an opinion* Her hypothesis is not clearly set 
fortho She has pointed to a vaguely conceived relationship 
which appears to ; exist somehow and in. some cases' between, two . 
ill defined concepts© It is left to us to examine Benedict8 s 
hypothesis in the light of the empirical data to ascertain 
'if Benedict8 s concepts .have empirical ref erents a and if her : . 
hypothesis$ however vaguely$, describes an association which 
does in fact exist* It is to be hoped that the empirical 
evidence will allow us to-define more precisely the nature 
of discontinuous cultural conditioning and the conditions in " 
which it appears9 and to ascertain the nature of its rela- . • 
ship to maladjustment *

' Our examination of the data complete we can discuss 
the utility of Benedict“s concept of discontinuous cultural 
conditioning and the value and validity of her hypothesis 
concerning: the relationship of discontinuity in cultural con
ditioning and maladjustmento " / ̂ . ; ;
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We ziow approach: the task of choosi^ a group of cul

tures whose conditioning processes we can comp are, one to 
another e The choice is a hifficu.it pne» A random selection 
among all the cultures of the world would be impossihleo 
The bulk of /ethnographic reports and community studies of' 
various sorts; have no information of use to us® Even where- 
the reports are available the effort of examining them all 
would be too enormous to be practical for the purposes of 
this paper0;, we must be sure ■ when we choose societies that 
they are of different kinds - that our sample represents^ in 
some small measure the great variety of ways in which men 
live® For these purposes we need a typology of cultures 
from which we can pick examples o Anthropologists have long 
been concerned with devising typologies of cultures and have 
used various criteria as a basis® Social organization was 
used early as a criterion for sorting out-cultures® The- 
nineteenth cenfury schemes of cultural development s such, as 
Bachof en8 s ■ (l86l)- promiseulty to matriarchy! to patriarchys,
. Lubbock8 s (1878) prpmiscuity to moiety subdivis'ibn to f ami"
; lys and McLennan8 s (1896) stock groups to totemic groups 
to polyandry to patriarchyr, are well known cultural typolo
gies based on ,spcial prganizafibno .Subsistence activities 
have often served as a criterion for such typologiess from "



simple division of the world's people into hunters and. ga
therers or pastoralists or agriculturalists (Forde5 1934) to 
the complioated typologies of Ghilde (1948) and White (1949) 
Morgan's (1908) well known stages of savagary9 barbarism^ 
and civilization were based on combinations of social and 
economic factors0 Typologies of cultures based on geography 
are important as ethnologists have divided the people of the 
world into culture areas , (Bacong 194^1 Kroeber9. 1947s Her- ; 
skovitSg .I924i Steward9 1946)0 Even anthropologists inter
ested in personality have turned their hands to framing ty
pologies* as witness Benedict's famous categories of Apol
lonian and Dionysian (1934b) ' .

We have chosen to.use Robert Sedfield's folk urban 
continuumo It is a relatively recent attempt to classify 
culturesj it is well known and has been much discussed; it 
is based on a variety of factors';-:: it is a flexible scheme 
and does not pretend to be all inclusive; and it seems to 
be applicable to most cultures o . We have chosen three com
munities from Central „ Amerlea. to describe»' Central America: ̂ 
is the area of the cultures upon which Redfield built his 
folk urban continuum.o We shall describe the cultural con- . 
dlfloning pf the folk villages of last Central- Quintana Roo* 
of the peasants of Tepoztlans and of the inhabitants of the 
city of San Andresg Tuxtla =. For further illustration and 
for geographical contrast we shall consider the conditioning.
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; proeesses pi* the nomadic. Lapps of* northern Scandinavia.̂  the
Irish peasants or County Glarea and the urban African citi- . 
zens of Dahomeyo In another section we shall examine the 
child rearing practices of the Manus of the Admiralty Is=

■:; lands s and the Kwakiutl fishermen of British Columbia $ two 
cultures which do not fit ea.siiy';:'lhto;;the: folk urban contin
uum o If will be noticed that hunting and gathering peoples 
, pastoraiisfss and agriculturalists are all included in the 
... sampleo ' ■

Bedfield (19^1) in describing his folk urban contin
uum has set before us the model of the ideal folk society»
A society whose characteristics Redfield has enumerated as 

• follows g',v ■ . .
<>D =,isolationi cultural hdmogeneityi organization of 

the conventiohal understandings into.a "single web of 
interrelated meaning"; adjustment to the local environ
ment | predominately'. personal character of the relation- 

. ships| relative Importance of the familial institutionsj 
relative importance of sacred sanctions as compared to 
secular^ development of ritual expression of belief and 
attitude | tendency for much of the behavior of the Indi
vidual to involve his familial or local groupv" (Iblde:
A3). . ; ' . ,
. Two. of these charact.erlstics Bedfield believes to be 

■l'.lndepeadehttariablest..''\lte.eh., vthr;OTigjli''odnt.act with urban 
groups^ folk cultures lose their isolation and homogeneity^ 
then they fend to become increasingly disorganized$, become . 
more and more secular a and place more emphasis upon the indi^ 

■' vidual,. rather than upon his group o v :vt.: ■
: It must be emphasised that the folk society is an
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id.eals an abstractlono No society possesses in “untainted'1 
for* all these characteristics* The urban society is also 
ah abstraction to which are assigned, the polar opposite's of 
the Gharacteristics of the folk society<> ' Every culture is a 
blend of folk and urban traits j, and thus can be said to be 
only relatively more folk than urban*

I* The Folk Society : : ;;
. : r aq The Maya of East Central . Quintana Roo are settled
ih little tribal villages that represent folk communities* 
Here the people tend their mllpas and carry on the daily 
round of work and play relatively independent of and unin- 
fluenced by the life of the busy cityo The life cycle of 
these villagers 9 as described by Villa (194^) s reveals a 
very continuous prbcess of cultural eond.itioningo IJnt.il the 
child is about five it receives a great deal of attention 
from its parents* grandparents9 brotherss and sisters= 
Children of this age rarely receive corporal punishment but 
are usually quite timids Between the ages of five and seven 
the child begins to spend more of its time out of doors5 ex
tending the range of.its familiar environment s and playing 
simple games with other •children o His parents begin to 
teach the child to be proud and brave and to respect other 
people fs property* Mothers now slap their children to pun= 
ish them.0 At about seven children begin to take cape of 
their younger siblings.9 but always under the mother8 s di--



Tec t ion o -
After about seven bdys begin to hunt birds and liz

ards and to help their fathers at simple taskso At' eight 
they begin to use the:'machete« : .At twelve they can help in ■ 
the milpao • By the 'time a boy marries he has learned to car
ry on all the work of a grown mano -

From seven or eight girls begin to spend more time 
at home helping their mothers with the younger children^ at 
' domestic taskss and with the sewing■» . They begin to show an 
interest in womanly affairs.and to be shy in the presence' of. 
men®. • . -. ' .

By adolescence boys and girls know all about sexual 
relationso Shortly after puberty marriages are arranged for 
them by' their parents : Ihe young ' Couple go to live for a- 
whilewith the wife8 s parents a and frequently after that 
with the parents of the grooms before they set up their own ■ 
household o" All adults in the village live about the same 
sort of life o Specialist positions are reserved for older 
people who have demonstrated fheirtcapabilities for holding 
them® All in all the induction of the child into adulthood 
is slow and gradual and he experiences no sudden discontin
uities between the behavior expected of him at one time of 
his life and that expected of him at a later times nor from 
situation to situation® :: . \

• - ' Vbo The Homadic Lapps are a group of primitive people 
having a folk culture who roam over, the northern sections of
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Botw&Js Swedens Piniand> and Russia following their herds of 
reindeer from enmmer to winter pasturage carrying theif tents 
and goods with themo These Lapps of northern Scandinavia 
have preserved remarkably their own way of life; in the face 
Of the persistent efforts of the countries through whose 
boundaries they roam to assimilate them.6 • . ' • ■

: The Lapps have ' adopted Ohristianity and have .lost 
many of their old .customs and arts ̂ The essential p aft s' of' 
their way Of life they have retained̂ , The autobiogfaphy of 
Johan Tufi (1931): and the more; recent account of Hugo Ber= 
natzik'(I938) describe the culture and the child rearing 
practices: of ;this people» ' ‘ ' . •

The Reindeer or 'Homadie Lapps travel with their 
herds in bands s which consist of a single extended- family 
and .its servantss if they have any0; Devotion to the familys 
willing cooperation of all its members $ and. a respect for 
and love of their ■traditional way of life are the values of - 
their culture'o : v ■•■1 ' v'.

.Children are greatly desired^ especially boyss since 
girls upon marriage join another family and contribute noth=- 
ing.further to the prestige and wealth of their parents5 
family.'

Infants remain swaddled in their cradles until they can 
walks and they nurse•until about this time. Migrations in 
the winter months are very difficult for the small children 
and child. mortality is high* The toys of the children are



replicas of the tools and useful objects tkeir parents have0 
Their play is imitative of their parents8 aetivitiesg and 
their games feach them useful skills» -Although they do not 
actually help much with the family8 s works in their play 
they begin to learn Lapp wayso After eight or so,they be
gin to learn in earnest and soon become valuable workers0 
The boys are taught by the men in the family and the girls 
learn housekeeping, skills from their mothers and grandmo
thers p Lapp legends and songs teach the children the mores 
of their elders< - ; ' - V ■ -

Formerly in Sweden^ and in- Norway and Finland todays 
compulsory schooling which removed the children to boarding 
schools and taught them strange skills was a break-in the 
cultural corditioning of the Lapp sq Although the Lapps 
wanted their children to leirn European languages and to 
read and write and figure (so that they wouldn81 be cheated 
by the traders they deal with), they regretted their removal 
to, boarding school during those years when they should have 
been learning Lapp skills© Since 192^® in Sweden5, Nomad 
Schools have been established for the preservation of no
madic life© These teach the children skills useful to rein
deer keepers5, as well as readings writings, and arithmetic © 
The teachers are Lapps- themselves and move with the nomads© 
The text hooks are especially designed for Lapp ehildren© 
Three years of school are taught©' ..
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At about twenty girls are marriedo The boys must 

wait until thby have built up their own herd of reindeer and
ean support a family0 Ihen they marry the young Lapp couple 
have learned all they must know to be fully participating 
members of their society$, and have been practicing these 
skills for many yearso Through childish play which imitates 
their parents1 activitiess to intensive learning of these 
activitiess to fuller and fuller participation in the cultures 
the Lapp is lead from childhood to adult ho odo T1 Thus the 
children-6s play leads on to serious. works and the little 
boys and girls turn into proper feindeer-keepers and good 
Lapp womeno" (Bernatzik, 1938s 112) »

20 Thb Peasant Society •
Hedfieid has described peasant societies -as being 

intermediate between folk and urban societiesQ
We are looking at a rural people in old civiliza- 

tionsp those rural people who control and Cultivate 
their land for subsistence and as part of a tradition
al way of life and who look to and are influenced by 
gentry or townspeople whose way of life is like theirs 
but in a more civilized form0 M (Redfieldg 1956=31) <>

a = Tepoztlan. is a peasant village in the state of 
Morelos in Mexico= Its way of life has been described by 
Robert Redf ield (1930) and 0 s car , Lew is (1951) o We shall 
take our description from Lewis8 . study because he gives 
more information in the areas of culture that interest uso 
Lewis describes Tepoztlan as a blend of many contrasting 
elements0 From its pre-Columbian heritage Tepoztlan has 
preserved its system of land ownerships its agricultural



productss its languagej ■Naliua.tls curing ceremonies> customs ' 
relating to birth, and to other stages of the life cycle, and 
many items of material culture» The period of Spanish colo«. 
nialism'brought the Spanish language@ the Catholic religion, 
the physical layout of the villages domestic animals and 
agricultural tools, and many of the; beliefs and customs of 
the people» Many items have also come from modern industri
al civilisations the highway and buses, machinery, patent 
medicines, and.the like* Tepoztlan has never been complete
ly isolated from outside influences*

Agriculture is- the basie source of livelihood® It 
is a home economy of small producers, but it is not self 
sufficient® Many families must supplement their incomes 
with work other than -farmihgo The people of Tepoztlan must 
obtain salt, sugar, chili, and much of their household e™ 
quipment from other villages® Many manufactured items must 
be obtained from urban centers® .

.Lewis reports.that although the old colonial class 
structure has broken down, there are numerous class distinc
tions made in Tepoztlan, and he regards Tepoztlan as an in
cipient class society® Today, however, age, sex, and kin
ship are'the principle factors in social differentiation® • 
The biological family (a married couple and their children) 
is the basic social and economic unit® There is a strong 
patriarchal emphasis ®. Kinship ties are strong =



During early infancy^ from three to six up to twelve 
monthsg children are tightly swaddled so that they will grow; 
up to he quiet and well behavedo The baby is thought to be 
particularly susceptible to evil and disease and is careful =■ 
ly guarded against ;̂Wbra.<> ; Baptismal ceremonies s requiring a.. 
choice of godparentsare very important => Children usually 
walk.at about one year and talk at about two* They are not 
hurried in their development by their elders* Toilet train- 
- ing is also uhhurriedo Bewis' says .that there is "Bo oonven^ 
tional method or set time to accomplish it" (Lewiss 1951°375) 
Children are carried about a great deal of the time so that 
they won*t crawl on, the ground and get dirty* A' quiet pas
sive child is the ideal* Children are nursed for about two 
years * Lewis . believes, that weaning is somewhat abrupt and. 
difficult for the child* Weaning is usually followed by the 
birth of another ehildo The displaced child suffers greatly 
from jealousy * t i ; \ . ; : I" 1 .

Between' the ages of two and five children devote 
themselves mainly to play* . They are usually under the none 
too gentle care of an elder sister at this ’ time * Their play 
is mostly imitative .Of. their parents * daily activities *

Sometime between the ages;of three and six most of: 
the childr en start to attend school * Here they learn new 
ways of learning' typical Of the city* lew values are taught 
to them: emphasis on cleanliness9 sanitation^ promptness^ . .
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love and respect for'one8s mother, consideration for child
ren are new ideas which'the school sponsors and which do not 
seem to carry over to home life to any great extento Only 
a few young couplesp educated in the schoolss attempt to put 
into practice at home what they- have been taught at schooly 
Going to school has reduced the amount of work done by the 
children at homep and has put off the day when they take 
their full part in the subsistence activities of the commu- 
nityo During this period of their lives the children slowly 
learn the work of their elders o Parents; feel that top much 
physical labor will weaken a child* A boy is especially 
protected from too much work because his labor as an adult 
is thought to be harder and more important than that of his 
sister* Girls begin to help about the house,earlier and more 
than boys do * Although boys can expect to be heads of house
holds as adults$ it is the girls who receive the greater ex
perience in dealing with people* The boys work more alones ■ 
with the animals 3 and in the fields* The girls take care of 
their younger siblings s visit the marketg the well3 and the 
ehurohp all places where they have contact with other people* 
By fifteen both boys and girls can do most of the wbrk of 
adults* ■ • ■' ' ' p -

For girls adolescence begins at twelve or thirteen* 
They are withdrawn from school at this time to help their 
mothers at home* Very often thay take Over the bulk of the : 
housework and the care of their younger br others and sister s *
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Adolescent girls gre very strictly chaperonedo Theoretical
ly they never leave tlie house alone* Secret courtships are 
exciting but are also a source of fear and anxiety* Unlike 
the girls adolescent boys enjoy greater freedom than ever 
before o They enjoy their work as farmers <> Assumption of a 
man5 s estate brings a great deal of■prestige to the youth* ■ : 
An increasing number of amnsements is open to them* Court
ship is exciting without being anxiety filled* For the boys 
a discontinuity exists here* In childhood all sexuality is. 
strictly forbidden, at adolescence» however, boys.are expect
ed to be sexually active* . y .  ̂. :

.Lewis (195lsi|.19) believes that this child training 
adequately prepares the children for adult life and can be 
said to be continuous in the mains although a few discontin
uities do' appear* Men are ideally the dominant members of 
the community9 howeyer9 the early training of the boys

* * * is not conducive to the development of inner :
strength and the ability to dominate, which are requir
ed by the ideals of a patriarchal society**^frequently 

. men are only nominally the head of the household*»**As 
men grow older, and as their sexual powers and the a- 
bility to work decline, their position of dominance is 
more difficult to maintain***and older men receive lit
tle ; social recognition and have little power in the ' 
community*11 (ibid* ) *

Womeh, bn the other band, have a less favored posi
tion when they are young 9 but after marriage they gain more 
freedom, have less work to do (as their older daughters take 
over more of the housework and the child tending) and fre
quently become the dominant person in the household *



3?he diiscdntlBuity in the sex life of the adolescent 
boy has been pdinted out already<,

btt Let us examine also the conditioning processes of 
another group of peasantso The•Irish' small farmers of County 
Clare haye been described by Conrad Arensberg and Solon Kim™ 
:ball (19i)-0)o

These peasants live on small farmso The biological 
family mahages the farm and is the most important social 
unit® Trips to the regular marketss and to church9 economic 
and social cooperation with the neighbors5 letters from 
those relatives who have migrated to America or Australia 
extend the family8 s contact to the world beyond the farm0

These Irish farmers have a smoothly continuous form 
of cultural conditioningo The mother cares for the very 
young children and is the dominant figure in their liwes.o 
The farm is Operated by the cooperation of all the members 
of the family and as soon as the children can walk.they are 
made useful by running errands about the house and later in 
the neighborhood of the farm®

vAfter a boy is six or seven and has received his 
First Communion he begins to leave the influence of his mo
ther and to work more with his father and elder brothers on 
the outside work around the "farm® Cooperation between bro- , 
thers is an important value to these people® One brother» 
not necessarily the oldest9 will inherit the farm and'all 
unmarried siblings are expected to help him® They all work



together.under their fathero Those unmarried children who 
have sought employment away from the farm of their parents -r 
.are expected to contribute from their.earnings to the sup
port of the familyo; Even children who have Immigrated to 
Australia or America feel this duty and frequently send mon
ey homeg especially at Christmaso The feeling of coopera
tion between siblings is so strong that if a man who plans 
to ©mmigfate has siblings^ or even less close relatives$ who 
have already eramigrated he will almost Invariably join them0 
These patterns of cooperation between siblings are estab
lished very early„

; The boy gradually’ learns to do more and more bf the :; 
work about the farm and by the time he is eleven he may even 
be kept home from, school to help out3 especially at the 
planting or harvest time0 During this same period girls* are 
learning, to help their mothers at cooking and housekeeping o 
The strongly marked division of labor is taught to the 
children early in their lives9 The house and all of its 
work is the province of the mother ahd the daughters« The 
outside work on the farm falls to the men and the boys e Af
ter a boy has been Confirmed in the Church and has left school 
he takes on a man" s full worko But the sons no matter how 
old or how Competent he may bes always works under his fa
ther 8 s direction until the 'fathef dies or makes over the farm 
to the son upon the latters s marriage<, Then the son in turn 
becomes the head of the familyo



The life cycle of an Irish farmer may.be divided In
to four periodso The first is from birth to seven years when 
he is under his mother8 s care and is .useful in only a limited 
■way on :ftie-:;farm0 From six or seven he enters a period of ., 
more intense training - formal edhcaticm at school j, and pre
paration for his adult role as a farmer under the.guidance 
of his father and older brothers@ During this time he be- . 
comes an increasingly useful member of the family economic 
team,0 His First Communiont, which heralds the beginning of 
this period^ marks his reception as a participating member 
in the life of his Church» At adolescence he leaves schools 
becomes a full time worker a.t homes and is recognized by the 
sacrament of Confirmation as an adult member of his Church 
and coimaunltyo Although he is now recognized by all as an 
adult he will be called a !,boyM and will be under the domi
nation of his father until he in his turn becomes the head of 
a householdo Marriage usually comes late for these peoplej, 
often during their thirtieso The periods of a girl8s life 
parallel those of her brothero She is under the tutelage of 
her mother as she learns the skills required of an adult wo
man of her culture»

We have seen a very continuous conditioning processt 
Ttiere are hots. among these Irish peasants even the conflicts 
which occur in Tepoztian» Homes schools and Church share 
similar valueso One discontinuity that can be seen is the 
change In behavior when the "boy" accustomed to long years



of obedience to-his father finally becomes the head of the 
household in his own righto Unfortunately^ the authors say 
nothing oh any-possible persoriality maladjustments which 
might result from this change o At least the man has had 
plenty of time to thoroughly learn and prepare himself for 
the task of running the farmo Another diseontinuity seems 
to be that all sexual activity is. forbidden until marriage 
which is often quite late© But aside from.these discontinu
ities the periods in the life cycle- of-the Irish smail farmer 
cannot be said to require abrupt changes in behavior for the 
individual passing, from'one to another of them© , They form a 
slow transition from child to adult© /
. 3© The Ufban Society
. ̂ a0 San Andresa Tuxtla (Starrs 1950) is a city with a 

population of 10$, 134© In addition it is the eehter of an a- 
grlcultural community composed of many villages all of which 
look to San Andres as the city of the region© The population 
of San Andres is quite diverse© People of Spanish^ MestigOg, 
and Indian descent rub shoulders in the streets© A few peo
ple from Europe and the United States make their home in the 
cityo Agriculture is the basis of the economy© Gorris beansg 
tobaecog bananas9 mangoes9 and oranges are raised in the 
fields of the neighboring villages© They are sold in San 
Andres for local consumption and for export© Small shops ■
and businesses line the streets© A few factories manufacture - 
tiles j and Cigarsg and bottled mineral -water© A church and
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’ - a cathedral make Sah Andres the center of Cath61:1ciem of the 
aread Pederalp states and private schools make the city an 
educational centero :HoadSy railroadss hoatss airplanes<, a 
newspaperj, and the cinema connect Ss.n Andres with the rest 
of the worlds The culture'of the people blends Spanish and 
Indian ideas-'witii influences from'Europe and from the trnited 
Stateso The population is more or less divided into lowers 
middle9 and: upper classes, baaed on the criteria of race, 
wealth, and educationo The class lines are breaking-down| 
eonfusioh exists about the definition, of the classeS'i v-erti= 
cal mobility from class to. class is not difficulto tin short, 
: the city of San Andres represents an urban community*

Ghlldren are desired in San Andres and large families 
are the ideal for all segments of the populationc, It birth 
xgtost women have their choice between calling in a native mid
wife or a physician to attend them at home* The very poorest 
families cannot afford the services of a physician, and the 
wealthiest- families would be unlikely to consult a mid-wife0 
Little children are treated affectionately by both .their mo
thers and fatherso Discipline is firm but.gentle* Mrs9 
Starr reports that she never saw a child receive physical 
punishmento The rules of courtesy are imparted Very early0 
. ■ ' Almost all children attend- sehool starting at the age
of six or seven yearso In school the peer group becomes an 
extremely important arbiter of behavior for the children*
The influence of the parents seems to decrease* At school



the children learn to read and writes arithmetic^ history and 
• geography, hygiene,, etcV In the secondary school foreign lan
guages and sciences are added.to the curriculumo Commercial 
courses ahd manual training are also tanghto There seems to 
be little contact between home and school0 Poor people re
sent the fact that the .school redtises the work that the 
children can do at home» Rich people feel that once: their 
children can read and write schooling is a waste of time be
cause the social position of their children is already higho 
Schooling is thought to be particularly wasted on the daugh
ters of wealthy families because they will never have to work 
for a livingo The children of those families who are trying 
to raise their 'social status are; the diligent scholars* * The 
teachers deplore the lack of interest that the children have 
for their school workQ At vacation time the children "run 
wild11* Except for the children of the poor who are "ex
ploited" by their parentss, . the children enter little into 
the aff airs of the ir elders * They live in a world of child
ren apart from adult life*

In adolescence most young people quit school* in 
the middle and upper classes the young men begin to work but 
most of their energies are expended in amusements * Excur
sions to other towns to drink and dance $ and for sexual ad
ventures are frequento The young women of these social 
classes form clubs and give dances to raise money for com
munity projects* These young people exhibit signs of rebel



lion against the standards of their uold fashioned and pro
vincial" parentSo • Their behavior differs when they leave 
the city on tripso For example, girls who never smoke in 
Ban. ilndre's' smoke freely in the company of Vtheir peers when : 
visiting in outlying communities where they are not knowno 

Marriage is ideally eontraeted early G The young 
people themselves seem to have a great deal of choice in 
chopsing a spouse % ■ There ' is no; place, in the culture for an 
unmarried person^ goliteros are pitied and despisedo After 
marriage the men settle down to the business of earning a 
living= The women are expected to run their households 
smoothly and to rear large families o Many women take an 
active part in the business world as well, making and sell-: 
ing craftwork, runnitig small shops, etco

Since the urban society is heterogeneous there are 
more alternative patterns of behavior (Linton, 1936)I the ' 
Urbanite has; a greater opportunity to choose a way of life 
which is different from that of his childhood than does the 
member of a folk societyo Thus it would seem that the heter
ogeneous urban society offers a more congenial atmosphere 
for discontinuous cultural conditioning than the narrow con
fines of the tradition bound folk society0 . ^

David Elesman (1950) has suggested that the members 
of urban societies, in particular Americans, are "other-dir- 
eefedo,” They insure their social conformity by an acute a- 
wareness of. the expectations and preferences of their groupO



And since the modern city Is a huge social group composed of 
a great many smaller groups which often have conflicting ln= 
terestss the urban child must be trained to respond correctly 
to a great number of people and situationso Be must be pre
pared to practice a certain set of behavioral patterns in 
one situation and another set in the next situation in which 
he finds himself» He must learn to live and work with people 
whose very values may be different, from his owno He even has 
to be able to accept differences between his values and his 
actions^ for examples the American ideal pf equality for all 
men and the treatment of minority groups in this country 
. (Mrytials' As well ; as experiencing '‘vertical disconti
nuity®1 between his life as a child and his life .as an adult 
he experiences a "horizontal discontinuity1* from situation 
to situation and from person to persona! The segments of his 
society are held together by his ability to sense the atmos- 
phere of each different situation and to react quickly with '' 
the correct response9 thus bridging the discontinuities0

The life cycle of San Andres exhibits discontinui
ties of both.the vertical and horizontal typee Because of 
the heterogeneity of the societyj, the individual experiences

• ^We "define vertical discontinuity as a change of ex
pected behavior from an earlier period of an individual * s 
life to a later one« Horizontal discontinuity is a change ■ 
of expected: behavior from -situation.to situation which co
exist temporally in the life of an individual <,



: ■ ' : : v  . k0discontinuities from situation to situation© We have oailed 
this type of discontinuity horizontalo The individual also 
experiences vertical discontinuitŷ , that iss a change in the 
expected behavior from one period of his life to another«

The lower class child goes from his home with Its 
strongly-: Indian way of; Ilfeg to the . sc’hopl with its new . . .; .:
skills and valuess then back either to his parents’ home and 
mores s or to the new. life df the middle f class o The upper 
class child finds little preparation for his adult roles in . 
his early childhoods the tedious classroom,, or the gay idle
ness of adoieseence0 The school age Ghildren exist in a 
world of their owns, not expected to be greatly interested in 
the affairs of their parents, and having little interest in 
the teachings of the schools which they attend0. Upon leaving 
school the upper and middle class young people devote them
selves mainly to amusements until"marriage forces them to .
participate actively in the affairs of the communityo The 
poor children through the agency of - the school are exposed 
to a set of values different from those of their parents, 
and have, the opportunity of raising their class status through 
education and thus leading a life different from that lead v 
by their parents® Jtll children, being exposed to different 
ideas and valuess Indian and Spanish, Gatholic and pagan, 
school and home, local and far away, have some chance to 
form their own standards of behavioro All can cut the ties 
of home and parent by moving to another part of the city, or



by moving away from the city itself0
Because the population of San Andres can be divid

ed into two groups let us consider the discontinuities in 
. the conditioning of upper and lower class children separate

ly* : ; ; . . ' ■ . ' •v;;' '
Lower class g By and large these children come from 

homes which still have many Indian characteristieSo To sit 
quietly in a classroom^ to apply themselves to reading and 
writings the authority of the peer groups and the new school 
Values s such as cleanliness s skill in academic pursuits$ con
stitute a new behavioral situation for which the child has 
not.been preparedo

Ihen the lower class child leaves school he must ei
ther return to the ways of'his parents or raise his class 
status and thus lead a life •different from that of his par
ents 0 In the. first case the schooling which, he has receiv
ed has given him relatively few skills applicable to the 
roles of an agricultural worker dr city laborer0 In the 
ease of the girls the schooling which they have received is : 
not especially useful to the mother of a lower class familyo 
Furthermoresince these children have been removed from the 
influence of their parents for long periods of the day during 
their childhood their parents have not had as great an oppor
tunity to teach them the skills s manners $, attitudess and be
liefs which are a part of the culture of the lower .class • 
peopleg as they would have had if their children had not gone



to school* . .
If tja.e lower class individual goes on after his 

schooling to accept a job which will raise his class status 
his preparation for his new roles is not as full as it would 
have been if his school training had been enriched by com
plementary training at home * In this case the behavior the 
child has learned in his parental home is often times far 
different from that he must practice'as an adult*

In either case there is a horizontal discontinuity 
between the home and school situation* The time spent away 
from the home at school makes the • home training of the child 
incomplete if he returns to the ways of his parents after 
his years of schooling* Because the home does not supple- 
ment the preparation the school gives for the assumption of 
middle class ways 9 the conditioning for middle class roles 
is also incomplete * Because the lower class child receives 
incomplete conditioning for the roles which he must assume 
as an adult we see that a vertical discontinuity exists in 
his life cycle* -/-• - % K ;; ' . ■:, .

' Middle and Upper classes s The conditioning of the 
middle and upper class children Is 'aispdiscohtinuous* Be
fore marriage the young man is irresponsible s bent on plea
sure 3 dancess sexual adventures^ earing little for his bus
iness activitieso. After marriage he is expected to become a. 
diligent and successful business mang the responsible father 
of a large familyj, and a faithful husband* For these roles



he has received little preparationo The adolescence of the 
girls is spent in planning parties and dancess picnics and 
excursionsdeveloping behavioral patterns that will not be 
useful to the mother of a large familyg who must manage her 
household and* perhaps9 play some part in the business acti
vities of the communityo For these aspects of their adult 
roles the girls receive little trainingo
■ bo Dahomey  ̂ Let us now turn to an examination of a
very different urban society^ The Kingdom of Dahomey lies 
on the West African coast0 Though visited regularly by slave 
traders throughout the eighteenth century and under French 
'Control' since 1893 life in Dahomey has been relatively un
affected by European civill2ation« Melville and Frances 
Herskovlts spent several months in Abomeys the capital city 
of Dahomey9 in 1931 (Herskovlts 9 1938) and we shall use - 
thGix account of DahOmean llfe» '

Dahomean culture Is extremely /elaborateo It is 
characterized by a high degree of competency in technology „ 
and arto The political and social structure is extremely 
compleXo The world view is integrated to an astounding de
gree o Its mythology Is elaborately coneeptualizedo

Farming is the basis of the economy of Dahomey0 
Domestic animals are of secondary importance though poultry
sheep9 goats9 and pigs are kepto Cattle are rare = Hunting 
is an impor̂ t ocoupation» There are numerous crafts s' '
■ iron workings weavings pottery making (for women only) s and
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the arts (brass# Silver, and gold workingj, wood carving^ and 
tailoring of elaborate garments)» Middle men exist who earn 
their living by buying agricultural products in .the country 
and selling them in the city markets6 An elaborate market 
system is the principle means of distributing goods*

All of these groups of workers (with the exception of 
some of the artists) are joined into guilds and cooperative 
assoeiationso Indeed mutual aid associations characterize 
almost all phases of Dahomean lifeo There are associations 
which cooperate in farm labor's production of manufactured 
goods $ shar ing the cos t of weddings and funeralss and other 
expensive ceremonieso For the most part the craft groups re
present family groups s with the younger men following their 
elders' tradeo ■

The concept of property is highly developedo The 
acquisition of wealth is extremely important for holding 
onels position in the societyo A great deal of the wealth 
of Dahomey is held by individuals0 This is a money economy 
/with.heonoMc' surpluses which tend to concentrate in the'; 
hands; of a leisured class<, / •

Before the French conquest there were four soeioeco- 
homie .classeso The slaves, who were war captives^ labored 
on plantations$, were household servants^ or were kept for 
hiaaan sacrif ices o Above this class - were the children of - 
these slavese They could not be sold because they were Da
homean by birth j, but they were bound to the land of their ■



masters where they labored as serfs» A. large middle class 
of free farmers came next<, From this class were drawn the 
soldiers* artisans$ priests, diviners, and political admin- 
;istratorse -The upper class was the leisured mon#yed class 
who were the rulers and the ranking priests in the religious 
hierarchyo • ‘ ■

The advent of the French has abolished the lowest 
class of slaveso The lowest class today are the descendants 
of these slaves and the serfs, who are mainly farmers and 
who still owe a certain amount of labor to their chiefso 
The middle.class of free farmers and artisans has been al
most untouched by French rule0 The royal class today has 
assumed many a.dm.inlstrative posts 'under the French<> To com
ply with French demands in this respect they educate their 
sons in French schools and send them to serve in the French 
army o . ; : ;

The ancestral cult is important in the kinship or- 
ganizationo The household is the primary unit of social or- 
ganization and consists of a man and his wives and children* 
Within the compound each wife has a house where she lives 
with her children» .'.The extended family consists of a group • 
of brothers and their sons (who live nearly = those members 
who have moved to a different locality are not Included)o 
The head of the extended family is the oldest living male*
The patrilineal sib is composed of many extended families»
It is hot localized regionally, but the head of the sib is
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the head of that extended, family whose headquarters Is the 
ancestral home of the siho

Voluntary associationsnot based on kinships are 
extremely important in Dahomean social organ!zationo Friend
ship is institutionalized/ and is very important0 There are 
numerous sorts of mutual aid associations a person can joino 
Economic associations have been mentioned aboveo There are 
religious cult groupSo Secret societies^ such as are found 
in other parts of Africa^ exist in limited number in Dahomey0 
Herskovits believes that they represent a recent import 
(Eerskovits, 1938:2^^)v

With this very brief description of Dahomean culture 
let us how consider the life cycle of the individual»■ ; •

From birth the iniant is always. kept near his mother s 
lying on a mat where she works s or carried on her back where- 
ever she goeso The child is nursed for two or three yearso 
After four months or so the child is force- fed solid'foods 
until it learns to eat immediately whatever is given to ito 
To force feed the child the mother lies it on her lap and 
holds its nostrils closed until it must open its mouth to 
breathe6 lEhere upon.t; the mother immediately stuffs the food 
into the child8 s open moutho ifeahlng. is, accomplished in a- 
bout three mOnths time by spraying a bitter substance on the 
breastso Parents seem to be greatly concerned over the de
velopment of their childreno If children don8t start to 
talk on time it is feared that they are idiots and they are



îDandonedo If tiaey happen to survive, they are accepted back : v 
■■;:;■;:̂':îlto'̂îe.;:;.f.aaily'without'" s t i g ^ < . ' w h o -  cannot control -

his excretory functions at' §.bout two years is beatens sham.- ■ y
.. .eds and frightened a Beating is the most common means of pun- ■ . ' •
•ishlhg'children> ;Children,are taught to walk at one yearc '

Children begin very young to leam to dpvfhh workvpf/; 
their parents and to do it0 From about seven until puberty 
boys . and girls f)!ay'freely tpgether g in their' spare timeg , ,

•: : when they are not working o In the evening' they 'gather in
groups, to; tellv stories and riddles o , One of the group is . k":
chosen to be the ;leadero These stories teach them much of ■ ‘ :

;, . Bahomean culture o , '  • '. ' ;
 ̂ A . boy. of eight or so can help keep the birds out of k'-v:

' the growing cropo ■ Boys of ten or eleven years old. are en- ■. ' , . 
pour aged to practice hunting c, They have • the skill to catch - : / -.

:■' smallv birds and 1 izardst. Occasionally a group of them will 
. catch and eat- a stray pullet .secretly<, ' They would be severest 
ly punished if they were caught, at this a..- The "children 1 earn :, ■
their .parentse activities by watching, their parents and imi- . ' '
tating/ them, in their, play o Some also help their parents at t . . -.

V ktheir wprko By the time a girl is ten or eleven she can do ' >' '
most of ■ the\ household, cooking # canvwashr, etc & .A. boy of the . ' k:.
Same age is expected to know the essentials of agricultureo . .V ;
: If a boy does not want to follow the "trade/Of his 'father He- ' ’ ;
can apprentice h.ii'iiself to tone of the craft guilds and learn 
its works. The acquisitive urge is implanted early in the children®
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Small 'boys are eneouraged to plant crops of their own so 
that • tiiey ■ can earn money for themselveso Little girls of 
nine or ten are. encouraged to take things to the- markets to 
sell o' . :' 'i:; ; ■; ■ ■■ . 1 ' • ' '" " ' ■ ." - - ;

Somewhat before puberty the old evening story tell?- 
irig groups hecome groups where an older person takes over 
the sex education of the childreho The boys and girls, meet 
separately each evening for this purpose» Before this for
mal s ex e due at i on 5 which Dahomeans believe to be essential* 
Herskovits found the children to be almost completely ignor
ant of sexual matters® G-irls are warned about losing their 
virginity before marriage1 Girls are also taught at. this . 
time by their instructress to take a greater interest in. 
selling things at the market* and earning money» Sexual 
play between boys and girls is. common at this time and is 
approved of by their elders* who feel that their inexper
ience will prevent any danger of conceptidno ■ ,

After, puberty all sexual play between ■ boys and girls: 
ceases® The warnings to girls about losing their- virginity 
grow more frequent and more severe® Homosexual practices 
are common in late adolescence for both boys and girls» When 
a homosexual relationship between men persists into later 
life* beyond what is considered the normal time* it must be 
carefully c.onpealedo ' ,1 . y.

Before, marriage the girls must be cicatrized and the 
boys elrcumcizedo The cicatrization of the girl takes place



some time after her first menstratIono She is usually be
trothed at the time<> The boys are ciretimelsed at the age of 
about seventeen to nineteen,

A man must own his own fields and be able to support 
a family before he can marry and set up his own household. 
Until he is twenty or twenty-five he must continue to work 
for his father whether or not he is marriedo

The Dahomeans count thirteen different kinds of mar- 
riageo In some of these the women have considerable free
dom , in.: almost any form of marriage a woman^ through indus
trious and elever trading at the market's s can amass wealth 
in her own name,

The aged are greatly respected in Dahomey9 not only 
because their judgement is considered improved through ex
periences, but also because the old are close to the highly 
respected ancestral dead*

In contrast to San Andres we see a great deal of 
continuity in the cultural conditioning patterns of Dahomey * 
Also in contrast to San Andres is the important part the 
family plays in the culture* Children learn the subsistence 
activities of their parents early in life* For the most 
part they-can look forward to following their parents acti
vities in their own adult life* Since these are ascribed 
roles training for them can begin early in life* The mytho
logy of Dahomey is learned early in the life of the children^ 
and functions to teach them the ways of their people* The
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story telling and sex education groups thepiselves foreshadow 
the many voluntary associations of their eldersy

Discontinuities are also to be found in Dahomean 
cultural cohditionlngo In our discussion of San Andres we 
have tried to show that the discontinuity was of two kinds„ 
horizontal (discontinuity from situation to situation$, from 
role to role) and vertical (discontinuity from one phase of 
life to another)o There are in Dahomey certain institutions 
which indicate the presence - of horizontal discontinuities in 
behavior® There iss in spite of the importance of the familys 
a certain emphasis on the individual, prestige comes with 
wealth which is earned through an individual1s efforts0 Many 
political offices are appointed'because of an indiyidual8s 
ability® A man inherits his father’s property or office not 
because he is the eldest son but because he la" the best 
qualified® Voluntary associations are extremely important® 
There are many different economic groups and a boy of spe
cial ability need not follow the trade of his father® Among 
the children we notice the importance of the peer groups, 
and in sexual education we see that instruction is given by 
an outsider, hot by one of the family® / ■ ' : ' fy : '

There are also examples of. vertical •discontinuity in 
the Dahdmean material® In early childhood Dahomean parents 
expect very sudden changes of behavior of their children® 
Children accustomed only to their mother's milk are force fed 
solids so that they learn to change their eating habits in



short order= Weaning itself is abrupt o Children who do not 
learn to talk on time are abandonedo Children are enoouraged 
to walko Toilet training is harsho More profound discontin
uities are seen in the sexual behavior of these pebpleo 
Young children' are effectively shielded from any sexual know-'... 
ledge0 Then formal classes are arranged for sex education 
and boys and girls are permitted to engage in heterosexual 
playo After puberty this play is strictly forbidden and 
homosexual play is permitted^: After marriage homosexual ac= ■ 
tivitles are no longer approtredo: ■ .

Conclusions .
Let us now return to some of the questions we raised 

before we began our examination of the various processes of 
cultural conditioningo Some of these questions can be an
swered nowg others must await further study0

' Firstt Does dis©otitinuous cultural conditioning in
deed existf We can answer yeso We have seen discontinuities 
in culttiral conditioning among the Lappss in Tepoztlans in 
County Glarep and in San Andres9 and Dahomey» We have also 
seen that horizontal discontinuity (differences in behavior 
from situation to situation^ or from person to person) seems 
to accompany■frequently the vertical discontinuity (differen
ces in period from an earlier to later period of a person's 
life) that so concerned Benedicts .

Seconds Is cohditioning a single process or a com
plex of many & perhaps independent^ .processes? We can state



tjaat; e'ondi'b-iGjalng is definitely a. complex of processes ra
ther than an entityo Among the Irish peasanfe .there is a 
discontinuity in sexual behavior while conditioning for at
titudes and values^ subsistence activities9 etc0 is remark
ably continuouso In lepoztlan a similar difference in con
ditioning between different segments of behavior is seenG 
The training for subsistence activities can be said to be 
continuous o There is9 howevers a discontinuity in the sex 
life of;the adolescent boy9 and boys are not fully prepared 
to take over as the patriarch of the family» In San Andres 
the poorer children experiehce a greater discontinuity in 
value training than the upper and middle class children do9 
whose parents8 mores resemble those of the,'teacher9« Dr0 
Starr noticed^ howeverj, that the rules of courtesy are im
parted early and presumably eonsistantlyo Subsistence 
training for all groups is discontinuous0 In Dahomey sex
ual behavior Is discontinuouso Subsistence training lss 
however9 fairly continuous as is training for value s 9 etc 0 
We have also seen that different methods of training are em
ployed in different behavioral areaso The children learn a 
great deal'in all the' cultures we have studied by observing 
their parent s aM imitating them in their play o : Parents and 
older siblings take time; to teach their children subsistence 
activitiess among the Maya, in Lappland9 Tepoztlans County 
Ciane, and DahomeyG Stories and songs are employed to im
part the values of the culture in several of our groups o
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Learning household tasks,, by doing - them under the direction 
of a parent is practiced almost .everywhere0 Reading and 
writings etCoS arid values and attitudes are taught formally 
in the schools in Tepoztlana County Glares San Andresp and 
among the Lappsa In Dahomey the" vsex. education is imparted 
by teachers in special groups by formal instruetionP games a 
jokes s arid storie s i Different people teach different things 
to children^ The role of the school is obvious herea ' The 
groups for sex education In Dahomey are another example^ 
Children learn much from other children in games and play o 
Mores are taught by grandparents in Lappland with stories 
and songse Frequently the mother supervizes the subsistence 
■ training of her daughters $, while: the father teaches his sons o 

From these examples it is seen that cultural condi
tioning consists of a complex'of different processes for dif
ferent behavioral areaso Probably the number and variety of 
these processes differs for each.cultureo These processes 

. need not be in agreement with one another0 In a small homo
geneous community^.where all the elements of culture are 
tightly integrated there is9 perhaps9 sufficient consistency 
among the conditioning processes to make it possible to char
acterize the conditioning as a whole- as continuous or discon
tinuous» " In more .heterogeneous '.societies it seems more, ae-. , 
curate to describe the conditioning only as more or less con-" 
tinuous or discontinuous and to Enumerate and classify the 
processes o It should be pointed puts of courses that cul-



tural ehanges of whatever sort mugt always Imply heterogene
ity and discontinuity since it alters the behavioral patterns 
between generations and thus makes inadequate the instruction 
of the elderso ; ;1 ■ .-I-: ' ■ ■ - ' 1

■ , Thirds What: are the characte ristics . of the cultures
in which discontinuous cultural conditioning appears? Het
erogeneity seems to be one such characteristic9 heterogene
ity induced by the acculturation of one society by another 
as in the ease of the Lapps or the heterogeneity of Tepoz- 
tlan where both folk and urban elements are founds or the 
heterogeneity Characteristic of urban society generallyo 
The emphasis of the culture upon individual achievement ra
ther than upon group membership seems to be another charac
teristic typical of San Andres where discontinuous condi
tioning is foundo Perhaps related to both of these charac
teristics ; is an emphasis on achieved rather than ascribed \ 
rolese We have seen discontinuous conditioning in urban 
societies« 'lows .among the the attributes Redfield has list
ed for urban societies are heterogeneity and individualismo 
We have also seen that heterogeneity.and discontinuous con
ditioning can co-exist in a non-urban society, as among the 
Lapps» In the next section we shall try to see the rela
tionship between individualism and,discontinuous cohditioning .. 
in a non-urban society,) . H .



IV The s-ooiety • . . ' ;
Linton (1936) has pointed out that we can describe 

the individual within the context of his society by means' of ■ 
the concepts of Status and Role o J.11 societies have patterns 
of reciprocal behavior between the members» The positions 
wlthih .fW an Indiyidual holds are his statuŝ .,
eso That pattern of reciprocal behav'ior that he performs 
while holding a status is the role of that particular sta- 
tuso The' terms status and role can also be used in a gen
eral sense® The- statusV in this general sense; of a. person : .p 
is the totality of ail his statusesa his position in the so
ciety* Eis role .ls the totality of all his roles * ' =
' 1* Ascribed and ■Achieved Statuses and Roles ■ yp:-' '

■ Statuses have been divided by Lint on (ibid* j into 
two types1 ascribed and achieved* Ascribed statuses are 
assigned fo an individual regardless of his abilities and - 
tasteSo Achieved statuses are those.earned by an individual; 
through his own efforts« Linton says' that in the majority 
of societies most of the statuses are ascribed statuses* 
Societies' assign these ascribed statuses on the basis of 
;three criterias ’ sex.s, age3 and kipship which are recogniz- 
able immediately at birth$ so that, training can begin- at- an 
early age for the future roles* Linton goes on to say* how- g 
ever s that . our. .society, in contrast, has a. large number
t 55 ''V- '
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of achie.ved or earned statuses wliich he regards as a legacy, 
from the rapidly Changing conditions of frontier times when 
the necessity of developing new social patterns placed 
greater emphasis on, Individual; initiative0 : t:''- ^

It would seem that urban societies in general are 
characterized by a higher proportion of achieved statuses 
than are found in smaller more homogeneous societies© An 
urban society being heterogeneouss stressing the individuals 
severing the bonds of kin and credo9 would foster the devel
opment of achieved statuses© In a small society with only a 
scant few achieved statuses cultural conditioning Cah easily 
be continuous © The future statuses and roles of the Indivi
dual can be predicted at birth and inculcation of the proper 
beliefs9r attitudess customs, and skills can start immediate
ly© In an urban society it.is much more diffieult to pre- 
die t the future statuses and roles of the individual child© , 
The patterns of behavior taught to him as a child may not be; 
useful to the individual as an adult© ' If they•are.not we 
can observe vertical discontinuity In his life cycles that 
is, the behavior practiced at one period of his life is dif
ferent from that he must practice at a later period of his 
life© : ''-y V: :' , '.y ■ : ■ ' :

2© I'hatent and Active Statuses and Roles ' f >
Linton (19l]-h) also distinguished between latent and 

active statuses and roles© An individuales active status is 
the one whose role he is performing at any given mbnent© His



latent statuses are all those statuses which he holds whose 
roles he- Is not presently performingQ Linton goes on. to say 
that in a well Integrated'society conflicts rarely arise be
tween the diff erent "roles that a person must performs The 
Statuses of such a society are ordinarily well adjusted to 
one anothero illsos since a person plays his different roles 
at different;:times they rarely, come into conflicts Linto n 
does point rout though that our• changing social system has 
left many statuses ill-adjusted to present social conditions 
and to one another & It will be remembered that cultural dis
organization is one of the characteristics of the urban soci
ety © Therefore there is in our society more opportunity for 
conflict between the various patterns of behavior which ah 
individual must- employ throughout his life © We would suggest 
that what Linton has said about modern American society may 
well be true of all urban societies© The very heterogeneity 
of such societies would foster the rise of conflicting sta
tuses © Although5 as Linton says j, only one role is played by 
an individual at a time (which is not entirely true)s thus 
separating conflicting roles3 still the individual who holds 
conflicting statuses must experience some feeling of discon
tinuity as he goes from status to statusa This discontinu- 
ityy as Riesman (1950) has suggested^ must be bridged by the 
ability of the individual to grasp quickly and accurately 
the implications of each situation in which he finds himself 
and' to adjust his behavior accordingly © The- urban .child :



must learn expect discontinuities and hew to cope with 
them a We have suggested above that a preponderance of a?-. . 
chieved roles in a society may he associated with vertical 
discontinuitys now we suggest an association between con- y 
flicting latent and active statuses and horizontal discon- . 
■tinu’ityo'. : ^  ̂ " .

• In our examples ■ of urban societies we; have seen the 
joint appearance of vertical discontinuity and horizontal 
discontinuityo Although the child in the urban society ex
periences vertical discontinuity as he puts on the new roles 
of adulthood /he has already experienced and will continue 
to experience^ at all phases of his life cyclej, horizontal 
discontinuities from role to role» Conditioned by long ex
perience he learns' the chameleon-1 i%e ability to ad just his 
behavior that Riesman has called "other directedness" 
(Riesman, 1950) o V- ' . J :■ ; ; v" ' ' ; : "v
. ■ There are some primitive groups who do not fit into
Bedfield? s folk-urban continuum^ .Because these societies 
though small and simple are characterized by a high degree 
of individualism they do not fit Redfield6 s definition of a 
homogeneousj, non-individualistic folk society0 They are* 
however * characterized by homogeneity0 For this reason we 
shall study them to see if we can distinguish between the 
relationship to discontinuous cultural conditioning of in
dividualism and heterogeneity* and the importance of achiev
ed over ascribed roleso Discontinuity in cultural condition-



ing has been found in at least one of these societies$, the 
Manus of the Admiralty Islandso . Let us now examine Manus ' 
cultural conditioningp and as atiother example of these pri
mitive individualistic sOcieties3 the;Kwaklutl of British 
Columbia^ who through Bene diet8 s writing hare become the 
archtype of fierce9 competitive, individualists among primi
tive societieso . : • ■

3 o Manus Disoontinulty . " : '
This account of the Manus is taken from Margaret 

Mead® s -Growing up in lew Guinea,lt :, The Manus people live in 
the Admiralty Is lands north of lew. Guinea, in large villages 
whose houses are placed on piles in the lagoono They live 
by fishing and trading0 They trade the fish they have caught 
for the farm products they need and for a variety of useful 
and luxury objectSo Some of the things they obtain by trade 
from neighboring, peoples they take overseas in their outrig
ger canoes to trade with far away groups a They make almost 
nothing they use themselves o The. men are shrewd traders and , 
prestige comes to the successful business men among themo

Although kinship is counted bilaterally they are or
ganised into patrilineal elans o The village is a loose demo
cracy which is considered to be composed of an aggregate of 
elanso There are some traces of rank among themo Certain 
families in the villages are considered to be more important 
than the otherso The members of these families can wear 
special ornaments and from one of these families the man



with the most prestige is ohosen to be war chief of the vil
lage (a post with pneatige but no.real power)» Within the 
clans there ane families with low aiid high ranko The vil
lage» s families are bound together by a series of mutual 
■ economic bbligatipns incurred' by: marriages between their mem- 
. berso : " ■ ■■'l.-'/'' "v

We have already remarked on the discontinuity in : 
cultural conditioning tha.t Mead Observed among these people» 

Benedict (19 :̂) in the statement of her hypothesis 
specif!cally eliminated the training processes of age-grad
ed cultures from consideration in the discussion of discon
tinuity in cultural conditionings Because^ although such g 
cultures frequently demand drastic and sudden changes in be
havior from, one period of an individualf s life to another ; 
the technique of age-grading seems to minimize the strain 
for the individualo The support of his age mates who "gra
duate" with him, and the- prestige of graduating to a higher ; 
grades' as well as the pomp of the often elaborate ceremony 
seem to bridge the transition from one form of behavior to 
another for the individualo. It is in societies that have 
the discontinuity without these supports that we should ex
pect to find the maladjustmentso

Now it is not too difficult to see Manus as a sort
Of watered down age-graded societyy lacking the group ini- 
tiatiohSj, etc 0 That would make the transition from One form
of behavior to the other comfortable for the individual o



The boy child lives remote from the affairs of his elders* • 
ihtent on his childish amusements o He is the idol of his 
parents* catered to and pampered by them* After he has 
learned the necessary skills to survive in the Manus envi
ronment no one bothers to teach him about Manus social or
ganisation* religion* or trading* and these are the affairs , 
that will .consume his interest as an adult» He has only 
contempt for the boring concerns of his elders# The adoles
cent boys formerly went on warring raids* sponsored by the 
old men* for adventure and prestige0 During Mead6s visit 
they left the village to look for employment among the white 
men for the same reasons# These pursuits have little to do 
with the life of an adult Manus # ' Hpon marriage* a few years 
later* the man settles' down to fishing and trade* dealings 
with the supernatural* pursuits to which he is suddenly 
turned by his elders8, adept manipulation of his sense of 
shame# The first years of adulthood are concerned with find
ing his way among the .unfamiliar pursuits of adulthood# The 
conditioning of the girls is not so discontinuous* Though • 
her early childhood is as Indolent and pampered as her bro
ther's* the girl is taught earlier the skills required of 
Manus women* and the Intricacies and taboos of Manus social 
organization# This division of the life cycle Of the male 
into tight categories has many resemblances to the life cycle 
in age-graded cultures with the trappings and formalities 
(those things which protect the individual from maladjust-



ment-) remove do
'There is5 howeverP one strong bond of coiitinuitj

which ho M s  the divisions of the male, life cycle together o
Benedict (19^) mm tioned the Importance of the roles of
father- arid son0 -x

Every man who rounds out his human potentialities 
must have been a son first and a father.laterand the 
two roles are physiologically in great contrast! he 
must first have been dependent of others for his very . 
existence» and; later he; must provide such security for 
Otherso This discontinuity In the life~cycle is a fact 

; .. Of hature.. and is inescapable»11 ( ibid: 21) = , ,
These roles have.an exaggerated .importance In Manus cultureo 
The Manus father is the most Important figure in the life of 
a childo He is the protector and guardian^ the indulgent, 
and loving one who dotes on and pampers his children^ The 
father lavishes upon his children the affection and solici
tude which does not characterize the relationship between a 
husband .and hit; wli1© ?; -. -The W  or that: a boy " •
learns toward his father continueg howevers throughout his 
life0: After his deaths a boy8,is father becomes his guardian
spirit (Fortuneg 19;30) who protects him and his household 
from the malice of other ghostss and punishes the iniquities 
of the son or the son8s familyo A man cajols his father's 
ghostg bribes its accuses it bitterly of lapses of protection 
when misf ortuhe strikes o ' In short g he acts exactly as he did ; 
to his living father when he was a spoiled imperious child.o 
And a boy learns to delight to play with babies= Older boys 
loVe to tend and pamper small children® The adolescent boy
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going out into the world in search of adventure and employ
ment is eager to accept the job of nurse in a European fami
ly arid have a small child to tend, play with,, and love* In 
shorty he practices with smaller children his future behavior 
as a father towards his son*. Seen in this light there is 
considerable continuity between the two focal roles of Manus 
society - those of father and son*

In his■adult life a Manus gains prestige through his 
individual efforts, through his skill as a fisherman, his ■
acumen as a trader, throrijgh his. mariipulatlori of the compli
cated kinship ties he has gained through marriages of his 
family with other families in the village to be sure that 
all the gifts and obligations that are due him will be paid, 
and that he will be sure to observe all the taboos so that no
. offended ghost will strike him or any member of his family : •
with sickness or bad luck»■ - His relatioriships with the super
natural are individual too, as he begs and threatens the 
ghost of his father for the assistance and protection from 
other village ghosts that he needs to be successful» ■

4° Kwaklutl Continuity ;v ’ V. :
Ford.in his story of a Kwakiutl lifes "Smoke from 

their Fires," provides us with an account of Kwakiutl cul
tural conditioningo The Kwakiutl of British Columbia are a 
group like'the Marius.who put great emphasis on individual , . 
effortolhe work of Boas (1897$ 1921, 1925, 1930) and the 
interpretations of Benedict (1934) have presented the pic



ture of Kwakiutl Individualism to anthropologistsc Though 
Individuals among the Kwakiutl were ascribed positions of 
greater or lesser prestige according, to their tribe# clang 
and other kinship affiliations# a man must prove his ability 
to dssime. these positions by his individual efforts® A man 
through his own ability could displace rivals for prestige 
and raise his own social status<>

Among the Manus we found individualism and disconti^ 
■nuity in cultural conditioning®; Does Kwakiutl individualism 
also accompany discontinuity in cultural conditioning? In 
the life story of Charles James Ebrwell (Ford# I9ft-1 )#: a Kwa- 
kiutl chief# lies the answer® v

■ We shall describe the Kwakiutl conditioning process
es as they were around the turn of the century# which is the 
period described by Boas in his many reports on the Kwakiutl 
and the .period, that Charley Mor well remembers®

: m  wpre a wealthy people with' an ample supr
ply of economic goodso The fish which were their staple food 
abounded in the seaf and were easily caught0 Their large 
coastal villages were also conveniently located to the for
ests where wild food and timber were obtained® The timbers 
were used to fashion their plank homes# their furniture# and 
•many other objects® Their skill in woodearving is well 
known® Elaborate ceremonials, engaged a great deal of their 
attention® The manipulation of their wealth was the chief 
means to prestige® This manipulation was built upon a com-
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plex gift exchange with well defined ruleso A Ewakiutl en
tered. into this exchange as a boyo His father distributed 
gifts - in his name at a feast called a potlatcho Each reci
pient had to accept the gift (or suffer a loss of prestige) 
and return it in a short while with about 100 percent inter- 
testo - \

Everything was celebrated by a potlatch, and a dis
tribution of giftss marriagess births, puberty rites, .etc0 
Inherited names, songs, and material goods'could not be as
sumed until the heir had validated his right to them by dis
tributing wealth at. a potlatcho

Charley Horweli reports that the infancy of a Ewa
kiutl child was smooth and uneventful* Though bound to a 
cradle board the baby was always placed near his mother so 
; that he might have her attention immed.iately if he needed 
it, and all members of his household (which might consist 
of Several related nuclear families) would rock him and s ing 
to hto if he were fretfulo The infant was nursed whenever 
he eriedo Weaning "was late and gradual o' Spincter control 
was also learned easily when the child was old enough to 
. know what, was .wanted* \ ' ' :

. Young children set about immediately to learn the 
behavior expected of adult EwakiutlV

Most of their games helped to equip them for the 
" life which' their culture demanded of them as adultso 
In their games boys learned to hunt and fish while 
girls practiced cooking and keeping houseo Boys-were 
taught to be brave, to endure hardship, and to act in-



dependently without reliance on others In .particular 
they were taught the details ol* social organization's 
they learned to know the names and positions of every 
person and the rank of every clan- and tribeo By watch
ing the potlatch ceremonies they learned the value of 
occupying high positions and were told that the Indian 
-is born only, to pbtain honor through the potlateho The 
boys also,gave play potlatehes^of ,their own3 b and in 

. this they were generously encouraged by their elders0
(Ford̂  19i|-l:33:), . ' ' y./'- ;

After fouror five the Kwakiutl demand of their 
; . children even greater conformanee to adult standards of be
havior o, Free' sexual play between boys and girls character
ized this periods though this usually ceased for the girls 
at about teno " ' ' -' '

Potlatches and initiation rites at puberty inducted 
boys and girls into the adult worlds G-irls were usually 

. married immediatelyo:, Boys started to carry out gift ex
changes in their own name but for a time yet under the tube-.
.lage of their fatherSo After marriage the young couple were 
fully prepared to carry out the demands of adult life.® Even 
then9 a young mother with her first -child could count on the 

; : laelp of her own mother in caring for the new baby until she 
was accustomed to care for it herself6 ;. ,

ihere we see individualism being purposely taught in 
contrast to the Manus pattern®
• .̂ Contrast with the Manus child’s disinterest in his
social organization® .

oManus start to learn about their comp11cubed trade 
and gift exchange network only after marriage 0
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Conclusions . .
The goals of Mknus and Kwakiutl life have many simi

larities <, emphasis on the individuaig acquiring of prestige 
through the manipulation of the social organization and re
ciprocal gift exchanges^ and shrewd tradingo Both are fish
ermen = It is startling to observe the extreme differences 
in the cultural .conditioning of the two group So Among the 
Manus the children are left to their own deviceso Mead (1930) 
felt that their individualism develops because the egotisti
cal spoiled children ar© tossed suddenly into adult life witli 
its unfamiliar roles I Only through fierce competition can 
they regain the lost prestige of ehildhbodo Conversely the 
Kwakiutl- child is'taught to, be an individuals to help him
self» He is taught all the facts of the potlatch and of the - 
social organisation that he will need in his adult search for 
prestiges His-father sponsors his first attempts at pot- 
latching and does what he can to. insure that his son8s ef
forts to gain prestige will be skillful and successfulo

in the urban cultures we examined we saw discontinu
ities in cultural conditioning that we saw among the Manus 0 
The characteristic that the .urban societies and Manus have 
in common is Individual ism a But among the- Kwakiutl we have 
seen individualish being?continuously conditioned so that it 
would be difficult to trace any necessary association be
tween individualism and discontinuous cultural conditioning0 

Although prestige Is achieved by the Kwakiutl
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through individual efforts still prestige is gained with re
ference to the social orgatiization in which positions are 
ascribed® The meansg the roless by which prestige is gained , 
and the proper behavior to obtain prestigeg because it is ■ 
'■'limited*; can be taught to all children® Those children who 
have been ascribed at .birth* because of their kinship ties* 
more favorable positions in the society* and/or those who 
have the necessary talents go on to achieve prestige for 
themselves and their families through their individual ef
forts in adult lifeo

We have discussed'several concepts in this and in 
the preceeding section which have a tendancy to be confused 
with one anothero They areg urbanization* he ter ogeneity* 
individualism* and the differences between achieved and as
cribed roles* and the conflict between •"active and latent \ 
roleso Let us see if we can sort these terms out from one 
another and see the relationship to. discontinuous cultural 
conditioning of each of these conceptSo

The first of these is urbanization^ . Hedfield has 
listed heterogeneity and individualism among the chafacter- 
istics of the urban communityo And Linton and Riesman have 
suggested that an emphasis on achieved roles and conflict 
between latent and active roles is associated with urban 
heterogeneity and individualism^: Thus we must determine 
which of these traits found in an urban community are related 
to discontinuous cultural conditioning® m  San Andres and



Dahomey we have seen discontinuous cultural conditionings 
But we have also seen discontinuous patterns of cultural 
conditioning in non-urban societies.)

Heterogeneity is the next concept to be eonsideredo 
We have seen heterogeniety connected with discontinuous cul-, 
tural conditioning among the Lappsa in fepoztlans in San An- 
dfesg and: in Dahomey0 Among the Lapps the heterogeneity was 
introduced by the schools which attempted to.acculturate 
Lapp children to European ways a In Tepoztlan the heteroge
niety was in part due to the mixture • of Indian and . Spanish 
ways stemming from the colonial period when the Spanish were 
acculturating the Indians9 and the heterogeneity induced by 
the influence of urban ways upon the village» In the latter 
case the school is. the. principle agent 0 . San Andresa .'which 
has a diverse population open to Influences from throughout . 
the world9 bearing a culture composed of elements from the 
old and new worlds mingling ancient and modern ways s is a 
heterogeneous modern city o The culture of Dahomey is he ter™ 
ogeneous to the extent that there are a variety, pf occupa
tions which an individual may follows a variety of voluntary 
associatlbnss and a variety of cult groups 9 etco VIn a hetero 
geheous ouiture there is likely to be conflict befween latent 
and active statusess thus adding a horizontal dimension to 
the 'discontinuityo• Although we have seen heterogeneity and 
discontinuous cultural conditioning appearing in the same 
culture we must remember that Manus represents a society
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which although homogeneous is characterized by discontinuous 
cultural conditionings :

Individualism appears with.heterogeneity in the urban 
San Andres ; and Dahomey» Manus 'culture is also character ized 
by an emphasis on the individualo In all of these cultures 
discontinuous cultural.conditioning prevailso Howevers we 
have also seen that the extremely individualistic- Ewakiutl 
condition their children very continuouslyo We have suggest
ed that a predominahoe of achieved statuses and roles is 
characteristic: of an individualistic society?- In such a ; - 
case the children cannot be trained reliably from birth for 
their adult roles» hence discontinuous cultural conditioning 
is likely to ensue? It .will be noticed thats although pres
tige is achieved rather than ascribed among the Ewakiutls in . 
this homogeneous society the means of achieving prestige are 
sharply restricted so that all children may be trained to 
assume-prestige achieving roles ?

In summary we may state that our examples show dis
continuous cultural conditioning associated with either het
erogeneity or individualism or both? That iss there is het
erogeneity and no individualism^ or the opposite ease> or 
both traits may be presento But in every society we have . 
examined that exhibits discontinuities in the cultural con
ditioning one or the other of these two traits is found?



¥ The: Individual " -. \ .
lo Di s c ont inui ty and Abnormali ty -
: ' We must9 at the beginnings .review Benedict * s concept .. 

of abhermallty or maladjustment0 It will be remembered that 
in her article "Anthropology and the Abnormal" (1934-a) Bene
dict expressedher belief that abnormality is culturally de= 
fine do That is9 from the wide range of possible .human beha
vior each culture Selects certain segments■ to elaborateo The 
culture then expects its members- tô  exhibit these behavioral 
'traitso .. Since humans1 are psychologically malleable most eon- 
form to the behavioral patterns ■expected of them by. their . 
cultur e o' Those who cannot so conf orm are. the abnormal for 
that particular, cultureo It will also be remembered that 
certain authors have; disagreed with Benedict- to the extent 
that they feel that certain softs ’ of abnormality are caused 
by factors that are independent of the cultureo '

Let us ndw see if we can cast any light on the nature 
of the relationship 9 if such existsf between that partg or 
those sortss of abnormality that may be culturally determined/ 
and discontinuities, in the conditioning processes that "mold” 
the individual to the.psychological orientation of his culture<> 

We shall attempt to show that the relationship between 
discontinuous cultural conditioning and maladjustment is hot 
as clear cut as Benedict suggestedo That iŝ  that dis-
; ^ /  -71 : .;y: .



■ contimous cultural conditioning does not necessarily result 
in malad justment o % \

The effect of discontinuous conditioning upon the 
individual ean be seen in the light Of two views of the de» • 
velopment of the individualo • If , as many have suggested^ 
influenced by the. findings of psychoanalysis (Ho:nEgm:,anns 
195ii-allfS“5o) p the first years of a child8 s life are supreme
ly important in setting the pattern for all future develop
ments a sudden change of behavior at a later ages that iss 
a discdntinuity in the cultural conditionings would impose a 
Severe wrench6 If this belief is correet then we can see . .
that a discontinuity in the conditioning of the individual 

: would make it very difficult for him to adjust to adult 
standards of behavior0 However3 others (ibid, ) have ques
tioned. the accuracy of this view of personality development© 
While they admit that the early years of childhood are in- 
' deed importants they still feel that personality development 
continues to develop throughout lifes and that many agencies$, 
other than the immediate family work to socialize the child©
■In this .latter .case, we can see that discontinuities in beha
vior from due stage ; of life to anothers would not be so dis
turbing because the personality is not set or jelled early 
in life but is constantly changing and malleable - throughout 
the life of the individual©

■ Miller and Bollard (194-1) have given us a clearer un
derstanding of the processes of cultural conditioning when
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they applied the principle of reenforcementj, the most basic 
learning principle j, to the processes of socialization^ They 
.also showed the part of extlnGtiohy, the opposite, of feen- 
forcement ih chltnral cqnditioninA* ' :

When a habit is learned a drive strong enough to pro
duce a response is made in the presence ..of the proper cues 
which stimulate the animal * s receptors until a reward redu
ces the driveo Each time all of these conditions are re
peated the habit is strengthened^ reenforcedo As habits are 
learned so ahe cultures transmitted from generation to gener
ation® The items of behavior which are to be transmitted to 
the children are learned by them as habits are learned0:

Converselys if the response is not followed by a re
ward the habit is weakened and extinction of the habit begins 
to take place o So the individual learns to replace old ha
bits With new2 the ways of childhood with the ways of adult-
h = o a f  , ::v ;  v : ;

; Discontinuity in cultural conditioning can be seen 
in the light of the principle of reenforcement and ex tine- 
tion® The individual arriving at the break in the condition
ing process of his culture when a change from one form of be
havior to another is expected of him., must abandon patterns 
of behavior s responses^ which are no longer rewarding a This 
he has done many times in the past as he eliminated responses 
which were not rewarded® Many times in the past he has sub
stituted new responses which have been rewarded6 This sub-



stitution of a "correct11 response for a "wrong" one is the 
very■stuff of'learning0 SOs although the discontinuity in 
cultural conditioning may involve a more important and wide 
spread change of response* this process of changing Itselfy 
of substituting one form of behavior for anotherg is an old 
■and familiar oney- one that all humans can adapt to s and 
other animals also1 in so far as they are capable of learn
ing 'at 'all, ' / '

the' event of dlSGontinuous cultural conditioning 
although the child does not practice the forms of behavior 
that he will have to practice as an adult still he can cer
tainly see and observe adult behavior and thus has some a- 
wareness of and preparation. for his adult roles0 The Manus 
child is not interested in trade and in the activities of 
the village ghosts but he is surely aware of his parents % 
interest in these affairs and realizes that one day He will 
share this interest, ;

Obviously the conditioning process of a given cul
ture 9 whether continuous or discontinuouss cannot produce 
individuals in any great number who are unable to partici
pate^ who are not adequately prepared to carry out its de- . 
mandSc, If they were not adequately prepared the society 
would simply cease to funetiono If Benedict meant, to infer 
that a society with discontinuous cultural conditioning has 
a higher proportion of poorly adjusted individuals than a 
society with continuous cultural conditioning^ we must re-



member that it has not been demonstrated that a society with 
discpntimious) donditioning: dbes: jaave a:; greater nmber of ab
normal indit'd duals e Suoh statisties simply do not .exist»

We shbuid now 'examine some" individuals to see what 
part discontinuities in eonditionihg. have played in the de
velopment of their personalities o We turn again to Lewis5 
account of the village of Tepoztlan0 We noticed two discon- ,
tinuities in the life cycle of the boys of Tepostiana In 
childhood all sexual activities are,strictly forbidden* at. 
adole s cence * however * boys are expected to be sexually ae- . 
tiveo And although the boys are expected to be patriarchal 
heads of households when they are adults they receive no 
training on how to deal with and manage people as the girls 
do<3 Their .work Is for the most part alone in the fie]d s* 
and with the animals» ■' ■ v.' .... ; ‘

; Lewis.ineluded in his reports a great deal of infof- ■ 
mat ion _ on the personalities of the villager ss includihg the 
results of 1Q6 Rorschach tests admihistered to all sorts of 
sub jects* from five to seventy<=four years oldo Ruth Mo Lewis . 
administered fhe tests in the homes of twenty-one families * 
each member of which was tested© The twenty-one families ■ 
were chosen to represent different social and economic 
groups and different barrios within the .village 0 Fifty- 
nine males and forty-seven females were tested©

The Rorschach tests revealed (Lewiss 1951°306-318) 
the Tepozteeans see reality concretely rather than, abstract-
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lyo They are interested in animals and things that figure .
In their; iinmediate environment c Although they exhibit no 
• open hostility9 they tend to avoid close contact with other 
people and ■are limited in their social outlooko They are 
cautious ahd reservedo

As children the women already live in the adult 
worldo They are well - controlled® The;, boys are more spon
taneous and more interested in childish pursuits than in a- ,
dult activities/ At adolescence the girls are rigid and 
controlledo They don't seem to be expansive or to enjoy 
themselves» Their sex life is suppressedo The boys are not 
so controllede They are more spontaneous0 Their range of 
interests is broader0 Their sex life is less inhibited®
The young adult woman is. less tense in her attempts to con
form than she was as an adolescent» She has learned to be 
a controlled and efficient person® Sex is repressed or con
sidered to' ;be a ■ duty6 She derives more satisfaction from
her daily routine than from her sexual activities® The 
young man is a secure person® Lewis believes that the Ror- 
schachs indicate that his security is dependent upon his 
satisfaction in his sexual activities® The young men are 
the dominant individuals in the household and the society® , 
In old age the strict discipline the women have been sub
jected to becomes their strength® The old woman realizes 
that she Is capable of controlling her worlds and she does®. 
She becomes the dominant person in her household® The old-
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er men iDecome sexually impoten'bo They lose their place of 
Imp or t ahc e. and. dominance In the society and become Impulsive

■ and prey to conflict80 ■. . ;■ .'1 '' V;:  ̂ .
Women appear to be initiated early into their role 

in lifes ,and are cpnsistantly expected to avoid sex as 
a source of pleasure^ They follow a well-defined line 
of development9 with eonseious control over their feel
ings and impulsess but in later years they assume the 
dominant role in societyo Men experience more discon
tinuity and inconsistancy in behaviorj they are likely 
to_be more exuberant than women but also more anxious 
and unsure1 As they grow blder they lose their domi
nant position,,' and the', older adults appear disturbed^

' ' impulsives and anxiouso They seem to be losing the 
■ grip on society that the older women are taking over, 
(hewis2 1951 s:3i8 ) 0 ; ^

We have seen from the above paragraphs that the wo
men of TepoztlanV whom Lewis believes to experience a more 
continuous process Of cultural conditioning grow in security^ 
contentments and power ih the society as they grow older0 
The meng on the other hand5 experience more discontinuity in 
their training and lose the power and security of young a- 
dulthood and beeome “disturbed and aracious11 as they grow 
older a This seems to bear out Benedict1s contention that 
discontinuous cultural conditioning is followed by malad
justment in fhe individuals But we must be careful| we re
call that Benedict in another article (Benedict^ 193^) said

■ .... ■ ■ 9 " . • . ; ■ ■■■ that abnormalitya maladjustments, is culturally , definedo Is
the disturbed and anxious old man of Tepoztlan maladjusted
according to Benedict * s own def initions If most old men
feel disturbed and anxious is it not then the norm: for old
men to feel disturbed and anxious in Tepoztlan? To say that .



these old men are maladjusted sounds very much like violat
ing Benedict*s own tenet of culturally defined abnormality6 

Perhaps we can avoid this dilemma by contrasting the 
real and ideal patterns of behavior»

According to the ideal culture patterns for the hus- 
band=wife relations in Tepoztlaiir, the husband is an au
thoritarian^ patriarchal figure who is the head and 
master of the household and enjoys the highest status

: in the family (I,ewiss l95ls319)»
These old men of Tepostlan can be said to feel dis

turbed and anxious because they feel that their real status 
does not approximate the status they feel they ought to 
holds their ideal status® If we, regard maladjustment as the 
failure of real behavior to approximate ideal behaviors per
haps we can say that this 'example Of discontinuous cultural 
conditioning makes it more difficult for the elderly man of 
Tepoztlan to live up.to the ideal standards of behavior for 
an adult father and family head of his societya

We haves however,, another example of a discontinuity 
in cultural conditioning in Tepoztlan® The boys at adoles
cences to whom all sexuality was forbidden previouslya be
come 'sexually active® This discontinuity does not seem to 
be followed by any maladjustment ® Indeed $ the period of a-" . 
ddlescence and young adulthood seems to be a singularly hap
py one for the man®

Thus we have an ambiguous situation® On the one 
hand a discohtinuity in cultural conditioning is followed 
by maladjustment $, , on the other hand a second example of dis™
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continuity in conditioning from the same culture is not fol
lowed by any maladjustments 
d 2»■ Conclusions

' 'We have seen that discontinuity in cultural condi
tioning may or may not be followed by maladjustment in the 
individualo Let us review some reasons as to why this situ
ation exists o '

In the first place We have seen in Benedict6 s writ
ings (193 -̂&s 1955) two explanations as to why maladjustment 
could foilOw a discontinuity in.cultural conditioningo One 
is that the discontinuitys the sudden change of expected be
havior ̂ from one phase of life to a later phase5 means that 
the individual has received insufficient training for his .u- 
later role* He lacks the practice to perform this role ade
quately a The second explanation is that the individual fears 
to.assume behavior which has been previously forbidden to 
him« Conceivably these two factors could work together in 
any particular case*

How, why should maladjustment fail to follow discon
tinuity in cultural conditioning in spite of these two fac- . 
tors o' There seems to be two levels of factors which protect 

s the Individual from the disruptive influences of discontinu
ity in the cultural conditioning he undergoes= The first of 
these are to be found in the process of personality develop
ment itself, and the second within the cultureo ■

■ We have mentioned that many students now believe



that personality development goes on throughout life', That 
is3 that the individual personality is capable of change at 
any period of his life® Thus most individuals3 in any soci
ety 9 are perfectly capable to experience, discontinuities in 
cultural conditioning without consequent maladjustmento Al^ - 
so9 the process of learning itself is a matter of continual 
changes of substituting one habit for - another9 of exchanging
a response which is no longer rewarded for one that is re-
■ . - ~ v:-":.:-.' ; : ;6 . ...
wardedo Thus s' any mans In whatever culture he is founds in 
so far as he is able to learn at alls. can weather discontinu
ities. in cultural conditioning^ can substitute new behavioral 
patterns for old®

The second set of protective mechanisms lie within 
the eulture 0 Unlike the first set these are probably differ
ent from culture to culture and' are many and varied® The 
culture9 if it is to continue to function at ally must ade
quately train a sufficient number of its children to carry 
out adult roleso ' If!discontihuities in behavior do exist 
in the, cultural conditioning then mechanisms must be devel
oped to protect the individual from maladjustmento . Benedict 
herself noticed (1955) how admirably the technique of age- 
grading protects the individual from maladjustment while al
lowing him to swing from one extreme of behavior to another0 
Many such proteotiye mechanisms are less obvious®• We have 
seen the Manus child practice with .younger children his fu
ture role of father3 and continue his role of a son in his
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relationship with his. f ather8 s ghost <,. Children are capable
of observing the behavior of their elders and this observa
tion constitutes soiae preparation for their future roles e- 
ven if they do not actually practice them0 Preparation for 
future roles need not consist of actual practiceo The ad
vantage man has over other animals is that the individual 
does not have to "experience" to learn; he can be instruct
ed verballyo Probably such statements as "When you are old
er you will do so and soo" constitute preparation for future 
roles o We also remember, from a previous section that cul
tural conditioning is not an entity within a particular cul
ture 0. It is a complex of many processeso If a discontinu
ity does exist in, one area of behaviors still in other beha
vioral areas continuity enough exists to give security to 
the individual and help, him bridge whatever discontinuity 
does existo - '



VI Conclusions 
. ' Having Inspect edBenedict?.s hypo the s is an the; rela™
tions between discontinuous cultural conditioning and the 

■ > culture9 the:; society9 unci the individual P it is time to as™ 
sess'the worth of her contribution to investigators in the 
field of human behaviort i:' : ; ; V ' t  
' Let us restate Benedict8 s hypothesis in the form' of
a hypothetical syllogisms

Major Premise •= when conditioning is discontinuous 
the behavior patterns of the society cannot be thoroughly 
learned by the individual @ ■ v : ' . ;
" tllhor -Premise ■=: 'wheh' the individual has not thor
oughly learned the behavior patterns of the society lie may 
be cohsideyed maladjusted 1 ' . l'; 1 : it '1 '. 'v - ;

• Conclusion - when conditioning is discontinuous^ 
maladjustment: will ensue0 ' ' -pi' -' t -

; , We. see thus that Benedict8 si conelusion9 which she '
offers as1 an hypothesis s is valido It is justified by the 
evidence 1' the • premisesi; given '• as . support of iti ' - ; i- '
; . We must remember o' however! that there is consider™
able doubt as to the meaning ■ of the t erms employed in this . 
syllogismo Previously we determined that the concepts dis
continuous ,conditioning and maladjustment have not been 
clearly defined by Benedict s and that the nature of the re
lationship between them has been left to the imagination^ i
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Be that as it may the empirical information which we .have 
- examined indicates that discontiimous cultural conditioning 
does in fact existo Furthermore we. can add two observations , 
which somewhat help to define the nature of discontinuous 
conditioningo The first is that the conditioning process is 
not one,but a complex of more or less' independent processes 
any one of which may be discontinuouso The second observa
tion is that <, in our examples s every instance of discontinu
ous cultural conditioning was found in a society which was 
characterized by cultural heterogeneity or an emphasis on . 
individual achievement rather than group membershipg or both 
traits found together«

The relationship which Benedict has postulated as 
existing between discontinuous cultural conditioning.and cul
tural abnormality does not seem to b® simply.observedo 
We have seen that discontinuities in conditioning may or may 
not be followed by maladjustment0 To account for the case 
where a. normal adjustment seems to follow a discontinuity we 
have pointed to the nature of learning itself (which requires 
of every individual the ability to substitute new behavior 
fpr old)$ and to mechanisms existing within the culture which 
seem to mitigate -the effects of. discontinuous cultural condi
tioning 0 . We can make no statement as to how the relationship 
between discontinuous conditioning and maladjustment is. .•.• 
brought about» Perhaps lack of practiceor fear of assuming 
previously forbidden behaviory or bothg- or other reasons



would account; for the case in which discontinuous condition- 
ing is followed maladjustment<. ;

Now a proposition can well be valid without being 
true0 It is true if it expresses the facts as they are® We 
are unable to state whether the proposition is true or not* 
We have'a case where discpntinuity■ is followed by maladjust
ment. and we have a case where it is note -The scanty facts • 
at our disposal seem to be contradictory<, We do not know 
exactly what cultural mechanisms or what characteristics of 
human learning may be operating in the latter•case to inter
fere in some special way with the usual relationship between 
discontinuous conditioning and maladjustment« To determine 
the truth of the proposition we would have to. amass more 
facts to see If they are expressed by the proposition^ . We 
would have to turn to inductive analysiss to the scientific 
methods The conditioning processes of a given society would 
have to be thoroughly and carefully observed; the ê xact na- - 
ture of any discontinuity would have to be noteds and the 
precise nature of abnormal adjustments made by individuals 
would have to be studiedo Such a study could result in the. 
clear definition of the terms discohtlnuous conditioning and 
maladjustments and the nature of the relationship between 
themo If the facts so discovered indicated that the propo
sition is true for this .'particular eocIetyP a general state
ment could be derived as to the nature of the relationship 
between discontinuous Conditionirig and maladjustments which
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could be in turn tested by the facts from other culturesd 
If the general proposition was again supported by the observ
able facts a regularity2 a law of human behavior could be - 
stated6 : '

We should now examine the value of Benedict's hypo
thesis o Benedict felt that her hypothesis would be useful. 
to social plannerso i ;': ; -

a 00 in so far as we invoke a physiological scheme to 
account for these neurotic adjustmentss we are led to 
overlook the possibility of. developing social institu
tions which would lessen the social cost we now pay = a <= s 

; (Benedict, 1955^30) o . ;V-. 'i.v ,
•. Benedict8 s hypothesis does have poteritial value to V 

social planners» From among the many determinants of malad
justment, social and physiological alike, she has isolated 
one possible;; factor o: tier tain societies do have Institutions
which minimize the strains of discontinuous conditioning, so 
that in societies which have the discontinuities without the 
.buffering instltutldns/ there would be a very real possibility 
to develop such soclal InstItutions.D Once the precise nature 
of the relationship between conditioning and personality is 
clearly understood, we may be able to alter conditioning pro
cesses to lessen the risk of abnormal adjustments^to adult 
roleso :. - v- v ■ % ; - . '
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